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FOREWORD

This document is the final report of a four-month program starting March 1972,
to determine the feasibility and the general applicability of fuel flow control by
sensing the airflow conditions at the discharge of the engine compressor. The work
is authorized by Air Force Contract F-33615-72-C-1710 PR9398, Project 3066.
The work is monitored by the Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory of the Air
Force Systems Command, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, and directed
by Mr. Richard High of the Turbine Engine Components Branch. The program is
being conducted by the Propulsion Controls Engineering Department of Energy
Controls Division of The Bendix Corporation, South Bend, Indiana.

The engine test work reported in this document was performed at WPAFB in
cooperation with monitoring project engineers, and other personnel in the &ero
Propulsion Laboratory at that facility.

This report covers work started in March 1972 continuing through June 1972 and
was published in August 1972.

Publication of this report does not constitute Air Force approval of the report's
findings or conclusions. It is published only for the exchange and stimulation of Ideas.

ERNEST C. "SIMEON
Director, Turbine Engine Division
AF Aero Propulsion Laboratory (AFSC)
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ABSTRACT

Current trend in turbo-gas generator control systems is toward greater use of
electronic computer techniques in the control computations. With the increased
use of electronics, some greater degree of flexibility in computation can be incor-
porated, and more signals and greater complexity of control modes appear possible
with less weight and size penalty than appears feasible with the more conventional
hydromechanical control.

Most current controls rely on an open-loop schedule of fuel to avoid compressor
stall during acceleration and deceleration of the rotor or rotors. This program
which is an extension of an investigation reported by Technical Report AFAPL-
TR-71-78 is directed toward closed loop fuel control by sensing pressure
relationships at the engine compressor discharge. The control signal was obtained
by a special fluidic pressure ratio sensor utilizing the burner wall static pressure
and a pressure obtained by a static probe in the last stator vane row.

The technique of acceleration and deceleration control was demonstrated on a J85-7
engine at APL. The control incorporates speed control with selection of engine
speed used as the input request. An existing hydromechanical fuel unit with a torque
motor input and valve position feedback was used to control fuel. Compressor
geometry control was obtained by incorporating an electro-magnetic servo valve
in the hydraulic lines to the actuators and by installing a position sensing potentio-
meter Tne IBM 1800 computer installed in the Prouulsion Laboratory was utilized
to couiput the dkaired valve position or change in valve position and geometry
position. !be system incorporates signal pickups and signal conversion devices.
A support s,, "em designed and constructed including the conversion devices has
a sufficient uegree of flexibility to accomplish meaningful engine demonstrations.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

* The primary goal of this program is the demonstration of an engine acceleration-
deceleration mode utilizing chauges in compressor discharge variables between
steady state and acceleration conditions and between steady state and deceleration
conditions. Secondary goals include:

" Utilization of a corimercial computer as a control development tool.

"* Utilization of a rather simple fuel control unit with the commercial
computer.

"* Effects of compressor bleed position on the compressor discharge
airflow parameter into engine stall.

The effort was divided between:

"• Control system component procurement and fabrication.

"• Computer programming.

"* System Evaluation Tests.

"* J85 engine tests.

Analyses of test data demonstrate that a relationship of pressures at or near the
compressor discharge changes between steady state and transient conditions, and
that a sense of the change can be used for fuel control during acceleration and
deceleration transients. The allowable change in the sensed relationship depends
on the compressor geometry schedule.

BACKGROUND

Historically, turbo-gas generators have been accelerated by some schedule of fuel
flow based on variables indicative of airflow and engine operating point. The
variables used have evolved over the years. The variable selection has been greatly

,• ... •,• •, ,•. • • -•, • ll• • , .'I



influenced by control hardware implementation. With the greater use of fluidic
and electronic devices, a re-evaluation of variables is dosirable.

Engine speed and some form of air density were used in early day control aystems
for fuel control inputs. Margins between steady-state operation and stall were
rather large, and simple modes of control were feasible. Current engines have
small margins between steady state and stall and require rather complex fuel
control modes. To achieve accurate control it appears desirable to close the loop
utilizing some parameter indicative of compressor operation.

Pressure relationship of the corrected airflow at the discharge of the compressor
appears to be a usable parameter. The engine airflow decreases with Increased
compressor discharge restriction at low speed and the compressor discharge
pressure rises with small change in airflow at high speed operation. Throughout
the speed range, from idle to maximum, there exists a decrease in corrected
airflow at the compressor discharge during engine accelerations and an increase
in the corrected airflow during decelerations.

CORRECTED AIRFLOW PARAMETER

The corrected airflow parameter at the compressor discharge had been computed
from compressor data during the previous program. The variation in the parameter
has been found to be a function of pressure ratio of the compressor and the air
bleed and/or variable stator characteristics. Low pressure ratio compressors
have an airflow parameter which increases with speed. All compressors when
operating at low pressure ratios have this characteristic. Intermediate pressure
ratio compressors have an increasing airflow parameter up to some speed and
then a decreasing characteristic. If these compressors are equipped with bleeds
or variable stators, the parameter will be nearly constant in the normal operating
speed range. High pressure ratio compressors will have bleeds, variable stators
and/or two rotors, and the airflow parameter will tend toward a constant value.

The J85 engine exhibits a near constant value of the airflow parameter at the stall
line of the compressor map aid a constant value of the parameter can be used for
control mode evaluation test.

CORRECTED AIRFLOW PARAMETER SENSING

The corrected airflow is a combination of flow rate, the temperature, and the
pressure. The parameter is not directly sensed but is Inferred by sensing other
variables. The corrected flow per unit area, which might be expressed as
Wa•/e/• A or Wa/T7PA with the units in any compatible system, is a function of
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flow Mach number. Mach number is a function of total and static pressures at the
point. The airflow parameter can then be reduced to a sense of pressures. Ideally,
the pressures sensed, would be the total and static pressure at the point of investi-
gati-.a. Any two pressures can be used providing a correlation between the flow and
the pressure can be established. The corrected Hlow based on total temperature

and total pressure from the last rotor to air bleedoff or combustion is nearly
constant. Total pressure may decrease due to turbulence, but this loss is small.
"The static pressure varies with the flow area. A static pressure at a large cross-
section area is directly related to the average total pressure and can be used in
combination with a static pressure at some smaller cross section to indicate flow.

In the area immediately behind the last stator and straightening vanes of the J85-7
engine, the flow Mach number may be as low as 0. 25 at stall and as much as 0. 40
at steady state. This variation would correspond to a pressure difference between
static and total of 4. 5 to 11 percent of the total pressure. Engine data have
indicated that the total pressure in this area may vary along a radius by as much
as four percent. Since the static pressure is relatively constant radially, the flow
must vary from point to point. This variation is of the same order as the change from
steady state to stall. In order to use a pressure signal that has a change of only
4.5 percent, an extremely accurate sensor is required. To aid in obtaining
suitable signal strength, signal amplification by both probe design ind sense location
in the compressor discharge was investigated during the previous program.

Engine tests were run during that program to establish sensing techniques, relative
values of variables for control design, and to determine operation of the sensing
unit. A sensitive signal was obtained by using the compressor discharge wall static

pressure and a pressure obtained by a spherical ended probe located in the rear
stator vanes.

The sensor unit (&P/P sensor) was developed during another program and modified
slightly for this program. The change in output of the sensor from steady state to
acceleration or deceleration conditions is sufficient for control as demonstrated by
the engine tests.

COMPUTER SIMULATION

Computer studies during the previous program were divided into two general
investigation techniques. First, the engine and control were represented on the
Bendix IBM 360-44 digital computer and initial control requirements were established.
Second, the engine was simulated on the Bendix Pace Analog computer and the control
was programmed for the digital computer.

---------



The computer work yielded insight into system requirements and necessary opera-
tional characteristics for successful engine tests. Nominal gailis for the control
loops were established. Tolerable computer solution time was investigated.

A third engine simulation was made for use with the IBM 1800. This simulation
and adjustments were used at APL to test the computer program before engine
running. A new checkout computer program for engine simulation was established
for the AFAPL Pace TR-48 analog computer. The interface package was designed

to allow use of the Pace signals through the interface by connecting a cable to the
package. Although the program did not ideally simulate the engine, all fuel
control loops could be checked for operation before engine running.

CONTROL SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

The control system is composed of an electronic package, IBM 1800 computer,
sensors, fuel valve, and compressor bleed and guide vane control.

Sensors on the engine are:

"0 wo compressor discharge pressure transducers,

"* One differential pressure transducer

"* Pressure ratio sensor

"* Magnetic electrical pulse speed signal

"* Turbine temperature sensor (not part of program but provisions
for use are included in the control)

*• Bleed position transducer

The bleed and guide vane control includes:

"* Selection valves

"* Servo valve

"" Actuators and Unkar

"" Position potentiometer

4



The fuel vulve element includes:

"* Metering valve

"* Power lever potentiometer for speed selection input

"* Metering valve position potentiometer

"• Bypass valve

"* Torque motor for valve modulation

The electronic package includes:

"• Schedule trim potentiometers

"* Position controls

* Sensor circuits

P Power supplies

0 Speed demodulator circuits

Computations for the desired fuel valve position (fuel flow) and/or the compressor
bleed position are accomplished by the IBM 1800 computer program. The compu-
tations include the following:.

* Engine start cycle

• Engine acceleration cycle on the airflow parameter or a fuel flow schedule

* Engine deceleration on the airflow parameter or a fuel flow scheziule

• Speed governing

0 Burner pressure control

* Turbine temperature control

* Compressor bleed and guide vane schedule

5



ENGINE CONTROL SYSTEM TESTING

Tests of the system were successfully accomplished at APL on the J85-7 engine.
Only minor problems were encountered during system installation, checkout, and
engine operation. The engine was successfully accelerated and decelerated by use
of the airflow (pressure ratio) parameter. The parameter waep used to control the
rate of change in fuel request and also to proportionally control the request. The
rate control was most successful during both acceleration and deceleration tests.
The engine was stalled by off scheduling the compressor bleeds at 70 and 75 percent
speed. No change indicative of impending stall was obtained from the sensor and
the sensor output indicated a more safe condition after the stall. The results of the
demonstration are presented in Section V.

6



SECTION H

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The system is composed of engine, sensors, electronic interface, IBM 1800 computer,
instrumentation, plumbing, cabling and checkout equipment. Figure 1 represents
the system arrangement in block form. Engine sensors and control elements are
connected to the interface package by eighty feet of cable. The interface is con-
nected to the computer terminal by twenty feet of cable and the terminal is about
100 feet from the computer. The checkout Pace computer is connected to the inter-
face by forty feet of cable. Figure 2 Is a block diagram illustrating the engine
plumbing and instrumentation. Engine fuel flow can either be from the parts list
control or from the parts list pump through the EH-G1 control. Similarly, the
Lleed actuator flow can be from either source of control. Also both the fuel flow
and bleed control flow can be from an auxiliary pump for checkout of the control
loops. Engine Data was recorded by an eight channel strip recorder and by a "B"
size X-Y plotter.

ENGINE FUEL FLOW PLUMBING

Figure 3 illustrates the fuel plumbing used to obtain flexibility in checkout and
operation of the system. The valving allows for operation on either the engine pump
or an auxiliary pump. The engine can be run on the engine pump and control and
the computer program can be checked out by use of the auxiliary pump loop. Start
fuel flow is ruther low during engine starting. The two check valves are incorporated
in the system to allow use of the auxiliary pump for bleed control during the starting
sequence. A pressure relief valve is incorporated in the EH-G1 bypass line as a
safety feature.

The fifteen (15) valves plumbed into the fuel system are manipulated for various modes
of operation as listed in Table 1. Valve number 2 is set to obtain the desired nominal
pressure for operation of the system. When the EH-G1 control is being checked
for operation the bypass valve operates to maintain the required pressure for control
operation. During bleed control operation, the valve is set to prevent over pres-
surizing with no flow through the servo system: During auxiliary pump assisted
starts, Valve 2 is set to yield sufficient pressure for Ignition flow through the nozzles
with the bypass valves shut. Then with the bypass valve operating, the required
engine pressure excedes the auxiliary pump pressure and the check valves close.
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VALVE NUMBER

OPERATING MODE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 14 15 16 17

Parts List System S 8 10 11
Parts List Pump

Nozzle Flow EH-G1 8 4 7 9
Bleed Control Parts List 10 11

Parts List Pump
Nozzle Flow Part List S 4 8
Bleed Control Servo Valve 14 15 17

Parts List Pump
Nozzle Flow EH-6l S 4 7 9
Bleed Control Servo Valve 14 15 17

Auxiliary Pump Checkout
Nozzle Flow EH-G-4 I S 3 5 6
Bleed Control Servo Valve 1 S 14 15 16
With Engine Running 1 S 3 5 6 8 10 11 17

Nozzle Flow Parts List 8
Auxiliary Pump Servo Valve 1 S 14 15 16

Auxiliary Pump Start
Nozzle Flow EH-G1 4 7 9
Bleed Control Servo Valve 1 S 1415 16 17

"Number" means valves open
"I" set as required
All other valves closed

Table 1 -- Engine Fuel System Valve Setta•

11
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ELECTRONIC INTERFACE PACKAGE

As shown by Figures 1 and 2, all system signals are to and from the interface.
The interface circuits are contained in a 19 x 20 x 62 inch rack.

Figures 4 and 5 show the front and rear views of the package. Rack features from
bottom to top ure:

* Two 8. 75" storage drawers,

S Power supplies for h5, a15, and 0-34 VDC,

* A convenience shelf,

* An 8.75" spare space,

* The EI15 circuit assemblies, and

• The EK14 chassis.

The package is connected into the control system by cables through the connectors
shown by Figure 5. The EK14 chassis was constructed during the program of
Reference 1 and has been incorporated into the rack. Details of the interface
package are presented in Appendix A.

CABLING

Figure 6 Is a block diagram illustrating the inputs to and the outputs from the
interface. Signal conditioning from input to output Is accomplished by the various
package circuits. A voltmeter, shown by Figure 4, is included in the package for
monitoring the various adjustments and signals. Significant features include:

"• Adjustments to the IBM 1800 computer program by voltage
settings of potentiometers,

"• Speed or frequency converters to provide both digital numbers
proportional to the reciprocal of frequency and voltages proportional
to frequency.

12



EK14 CHASSIS
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Figure 4 -- Front View of Interface Rack
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Figure 5 -- Rear View of Interface Rack
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EK14
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Figure 6 -- Inputs and Output of interface Circuits
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* Five strain gage type pressure transducer circuits.

0 Five position control circuits through torque motor driver amplifiers.
These include the fuel valve control and the compressor bleed control.

* One pressure ratio sensor circuit.

* Provisions for computer program checkout by use of the Pace Analog
computer.

0 Three instruh- entation strips for use at recorders. These strips
contain provisions for three signal inputs to the computer.

• Power supplies.

e Dynamic Inputs (an oscillator input) to the fuel valve and bleed control
circuits and a step to the bleed control circuits.

• Circuit selection switches.

The system requires a 115 volts 60 cps input line to the EK15 power supply. ThUs

line is unfused to an output to ihe EE14 assembly and to three utility receptacles
for auxiliary test components such as meters and an oscillator. The line is fused
to the D. C. voltage power supplies which consist of h5, a15 and a variable 0 to 34
VDC. Systsmn cables are:

• Interrack

* AC power to EK14,

• .15 VDC to EK14,

* +15 and *5 (one cable) to EK15 card chassis, and

* Voltmeter connection.

0 Engine

• One multiple cable between the EK14 chassis and the fuel
control, pressure ratio sensor, pressure sensor, and pulse

pickup.

16



0 Two cables between the EKI5 card chassis and a burner pressure
sensor and a differential pressure sensor.

e One multiple cable between the EKI5 chassis and the bleed
nontrol servo and the bleed psition transducer.

0 One coaxial cable, the use of which is not defined.

"0 Instnumentation

One strip to the EKI4 and two strips to the EK15 card chassis.

"0 Trim Signals

Two fanning strips attached to one connector at the EKI4 and two
fanning strips attached to two connectors at the EKM5 card chassis.
Instrumentation inputs are included in trim cable #2 of the EKI5
chassis.

9 Digital Words

One word for engine speed from the EXI4 chassis and two
words from the EKI5 card chassis.

* Variable Signals

Four signals from the EK14 chassis through the same connector
as the trims and eight signals from the EK15 chassis through a
separate connector.

* Pace Computer

One cable to the EKI5 card chassis with a jumper cable to
the EK14 chassis.

* Voltage to Frequency Converter

One cable from the EK15 card chassis to a converter and a
frequency input cable for attachment to the various frequency
inputs.

17



* Oscillator Input

One cable for fuel valve oscillator input to the EK14 fuel control
circuit and one cable to the EKIC5 position control circuits.

ANALOG COMPUTER PROGRAM

An analog computer program was prepared for use in checkout of the IBM 1800
control program without engine running. The program illustrated by the block
diagram of Figure 7 contains a minimu.t of dynamics and loops and thus does not
represent the engine and sensor ideally. The representation ts sufficient for the
purpose. Equations used to generate the signals and the signal output magnitudes
are shown by Figure 7.

The valve position request is fed in from the IBM 1800 computer. The fuel valve
is represented by an integration with fuel output being proportional to valve position.
This fuel is compared to the required to run fuel which is generated in a functiQn
box. The differential fuel thus obtained is the dynamic input to the simulated engine.

Rotor acceleration is proportional to the differential fuel and proportional to rotor
speed. The acceleration is integrated to yield the rotor speed. The speed is fed
back to the IBM 1800 computer where it is compared with the power lever requested
speed. This comparison and 1800 computer program effects the requested valve
position and closes the loop on speed.

The speed is used in a second function generator to provide a steady state tempera -
tUre reference. The differential fuel flow is used to compute a differential temperature
which is greater or less than steady state temperature depending on whether the
differential fuel flow is greater or less than steady state. Addition of the steady
state temperature and the differential temperature yields the engine temperature.

Temperature and speed are used in an adder circuit to generate the burner pressure.
A differential pressure equal to the burner pressure minus the static pressure in a
high velocity proportion of the blading is set equal to 0. 2 the burner pressure
modified by the differential temperature value.

The valuz of AP/P sensor in pressure values is assumed to be .2 modified by the

differential temperature value.

Final gain constants are shown to convert the computed signals to voltage signals

of proper magnitude for input to the computer.

18
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SECTION III

CONTROL PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The control program includes several loops which can be used independently for
control during some phase of engine operation or in conjunction with other loops
during a phase of operation. Some of the loops included were not required by
contract but were included to ascertain feasibility of the loop if time permitted.
IBM 1800 computer program time was increased about 1 millisecond by the additional
computational cycle time. The program is represented by the block diagram of
Figure 8. The computation listing is presented in Table 2. Figures 9 through 13
illustrate the various control loops separated out from the total program for
clarity.

Adjustment to the computer program is by voltage settings of potentiometers.
Eighteen (18) of these trim potentiometers were included in the Bendix EK14 inter-
face package. Sixteen (16) more trim potentiometers were added by the EK15
interface package. These voltages are converted by an A to D converter over
the range from -5 volts equal 32767 counts to +5 volts equal -32767 counts. Only
negative voltages are used for both the trims and engine variables. The engine
speed is input by a digital word proportional to the reciprocal of speed. Computer
counts for speed are equal in magnitude to the engine rpm. Outputs from the program
are through D to A converters from 32767 counts equal 10 volts to -32767 counts
equal -10 volts.

UNITS AND CONVERS&JNS

It is often convenient as an aid to understanding to attach equivalent engineering units
to the abstract computer counts. Various equations in the description relates
engineering units to voltages to computer counts to obtain an insight into the effects
of the various points In the computation sequence. Engineers accustomed to working
with turbo jet engine controls often speak and think in terms of ratios. The ratios
being the term fuel flow in pounds per hour divided by burner pressure in pounds
per square inch absolute. The magnitude of ratios depends on the size of the engine.
For any one engine it is convenient to express operation in terms of ratios. The
steady state ratio and the acceleration ratios are variable with compressor inlet
temperature and to a small extent with pressure and speed. For the J85-7 the steady
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state ratios in the speed range from 65 percent to 100 percent in the AFAPL test cell
during the summer time is very near 20 ratios. With computer scaling used, one
ratio is very near 32.8 counts. Thus Trim 9 which is designated base ratios is
set at -1.6 volts to yield 657 counts by the computation -1.6 x 32767/(-5) x 24=657
counts. Any number which appears In the select high and select low computation
then has a relationship to ratios or steady state ratios or nmber depending on the
magnitude of the number.

Count values in other parts of the fuel loop depend on the multipliers associated with

the computational path. Multiplications are affected by gain numbers. The gain
numbers are set by potentiometers. Thus a count in the speed control path has an
equivalent ratio effect depending on the gain potentiometer setting. A count in the
speed circuit is equal to one rpm. The ratios count effect of one rpm is then equal
to one rpm x volts of Trim 6 x 32767/5i x 214 =.4 volts of Trim 6 x rpm. Thus at

2.5 volts of Trim 6 an rpm is equivalent to one ratios count or 32.8 rpm is
equivalent to one ratio.

FUEI-PRESSURE RATIOS BOUNDS

Figure 9 illustrates computations which bound the fuel flow in terms of ratios.
Closed loop control operates within the bounds set by these computation paths.

Deceleration ratios are set by Trim 5. Computer counts of this trim are 51 counts/
volt. Since there is a maximum of 5 volts, the maximum counts are 256. To this
number is added the closed loop deceleration ounts which is a maximum of 350.
Since the minimum voltage of Trim 5 is 1. 66, the program count is in the range
606 to 85 ccunts. These numbers are 15 to 2.6 ratios. This part of thR control is
the minimum possible ratios and must be maintained below the required to run ratios
or the speed control would be ineffective.

The maximum ratios obtained at any speed are determined by select low logic of
three schedules. At low speeds the maximum ratios are determined by the zero
speed intercept (Trim 17) plus the speed slope factor (Trim 18). The equatin of
this line is: counts=- (Volts of Trim 17) 205 + (Volts of Trim 18) 205 x rpm/2

Nominal settings of these trims are 1.5 volts and 2.69 volts, respectively. Thus
the intercept is 308 counts and 9.4 ratios. The slope adds to this such that at
12.8 percent speed, 144 counts are added and at 51 percent speed 576 counts are
added to the intercept. Tbtal ratios are then 13. 8 and 26. 9.
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008FE 01 74FF0005 167 NON TFSTI4,-1
0u90 4) '10lFA 16H4 14 LTN

169 *
170) * I NS I+ T Cljijiii(i HERE 11) TAKt: A(. 1IIIi'
171 - * IF RPri 1u1(,ITAL t141KU IN NUIT VAIDIII NIH SIkILtS
172
173
174 *

O091 175 VALIUO 'U
1)09i 0. IIE7 176 STO 1 RAWFJ11-L
1)U92 0 E044 171 Ai'Ii 171-1FF.
OU93 01 040)00003 178 STU I TFNiP1
11095 0 CREC - 179 L 1)1) KSUI4N
0U96 0* 11485 180 S14T
11097 01 ACOOO0003 181i 1) I TEr*'1
0099 0 DiDi 182 STD 1 PLLJTN-L
1)U9A 0 02f~l 183 STO 2 '1:-C

184 *bACK SLUiPE CUMPUTATIU,45
00985 0 L2tb1 185 Lii 2 14-C
('U9C 0 A038 186 14 =1338
O1909 0 1084 187 SIT 4
(bU9F 0 DI)FF 188 STOi 1 JV.-I
009F 0 C039 189 II) =AI50
(1UAO 0 911-F 190 S 1 Jli-I
('uAl 0 DlFE 191 STO 1 JkiiS-L .. . . .

192 START CUmiPIITATIUlJS
flUA2 0 C?E2 193 LII 2 JSKST-C
00A3 0 AWE 1 194 P, 2 14-C
1)UA4 1) 1083 195 SIT 3
flUA5 0 DIFO 19f6 STH) I IRST-L
IIUA6 0i IQE3 197 A 2 JSRIT-C
ODA? 0 01FC 198 STO 1 JWPS-L

t5E4 199 *SIF.CT LOWi *a
00A8 0 824 200 CMP 2 14RLT-C ýec
OuA9 0 C2E4 201 IL)0 2 MHIT-Cal
nOAA 0 1000 202 NUP
OUAII 0 D1FB 203 STU 1 JRAAX-I

204 *SELECT LOW
OUAC 0 bIFE 205 c1hp 1 JkhIS-L
OOAD 0 CiFE 206 ID 1 JRbS-I
OOAE 0 1000 207 NOP
OOAF 0 OlFA 208 STO I JKA2-L

209 * Rh CummitnD
houbO 0 C2F3 210 Iii 2 IN'LT-C JI)IE SPELU TRIM
0081l 0 8028 211 A 210000
0002 0 DIF8 212 STU I. ISN-L

213 *
0083 0 C2F2 214 LI) 2 MNLT-C MAX SI'EbU TRIM
0084 0 N026 215 A .=13000..............
OUtIS 0 DIF7 216 STO I MIIN-I
1)086 0 C32E 217 LIV 3 P46PL-ISC --

)08b7 0 L)20F 218 STO 2 JPLA,-C -- . . .

219 *SELECT HIGH
0088 0 blFS 220 C14P 1 IS14-L
(W8k9 Ii 7002 221 MUX *4.2
OUtIA 0 106iO 222 NOP
0081$ 0 CIF8 223 IL) I ISN-L

Table 2 -- Computer Computation Listing
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outiC O I)F6 224 S II I NPLI'-L
225 L FL IM il

(41081) H. 141-7 226 DIP 1 pi ILI'l-L
000IF 0 L I1-'1 227 LOi) 1 ML v-L
oullF (3 1000 228 NOP
OIUCO 03 1) 1 H) 2?9 STO I Nkh1F-L
o3011 0 92h 1 ?3iO s 2 1N-C
(wC? U 1) 1 F4 ?31 sri0 I iqF-L.
001C3 0 A21:- 232 1 2 lxl(;-c
(1014 0 10842 233 SLT 2
'OUCS 0 DIF3 234 STO 1 RAI:N-L

235 *TIKtiII1F TEMP CO~mPUTATION
wC36 0) C32F 236 Lf) 3 P47T4-ISC
01.101u 11481 237 SRT I
OUC$ o WDLE 238 S10 2 JTS-C
OIJCQ U C2ED 239 LO3 2 J7 L-C Tl:-AP LfiVbL TRIM4
OUCA 0 92UE 240 s 2 JTS-C P.1-AL r4
O)u(iA 0 8010 241 A =6UOO
ouCC 0 DIF2 242 STU) 1 JTtH-L
(lUll 0 A2EC 243 14 2 JI GL-C TI:NP GANi TRIM
nULE 0 1083 244 SLT 3
0,CF 0 [)IF1 245 STO 1 kAI-T-L

246 SELF1-CT LOW
oim) o 341F3 247 Cl-111 I KA-N-L
flUU~I 0 ClF3 248 LI, I KAk1-W-L... . -.--.- .-

(10j2 -0 1001. 249 NOJP
'auU)3 0 1)11-h 250 sT 1 JkAE-L

251
0004 U 7(0U8 252 6 Gill 9j

253 OR6~AK H Fb P. 1:--.

OUU (2254 LOR 901b
(pU 02 2!)! + Dc 50

fl0!)I 0 0005 256 + Dc 5
oIuu7 0 7FFF 2b7 + Oc 7F
ODUO 0 053A 25b + OC 1338
0009 0 1806 259 + u~C 6150
nUUA 0 2710 26n + hDc 1(0000
tiuUh 0 3216 261 + lic 1,3000
DOUC 0 1770 262 + tiC 600----------------------

263 E NO) BREAK
MUDD 0 1000 264 GUI IMP-

2 65 .ý -.

266 * RURNER-ýPRESSURE'COMiPUTATrflNS-
DUDE 0 C331 267 LI) 3 P49PBI-ISC ___

DOUDF 0 02UC 268 STO 2 kPB-C
0060 0 C2F4 269 LO) 2 I'HkFF-C PKESSURE LEVEL TR IM.

.'; C' Q2UC 270 S 2 kPI3-C---.--
0UOt2 U D11-F 271 510 1 PKlE-i
DOE3 0 A2F5 272 14 2 PS10-C PRE SSURE'L00 PGAINTW-
n0E4 0 103s0 '73 SIT 0
DOUE 0 DIEE 2#'4 510 1 RAPfk-L

275 *SELFCT LOW
r~ol-.6 0 81F-0 276 DIP 1 JRAE-L -. . ______

mid? 0 CiFO 277 LU I JRAE-L
MIERo 10 00 278 NnP
('01-9 0 011:1.) 279 STO. I JRAEP-L____

(101:A 0 02E-8 280 A P JRBL-C ...

Tible 2 -- Continued
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no ER 0 DIEC 281 STn0- 1 .JPAI-L' .

211.2 PidI-ýSIiIFS ksTi(J ACCkLtHATiUN (AINTHIJI.
211j3 *COMhPUTE KAI IUS STEP AND) KAD',I

"utc 0* C21-1 28i4 L0 2 JPAS-L
'Ou~n 0 82~th11 A 2 JIJ.IL-C
O01-E 0 011:8 286 S M(I 1 AS-I L
llý)1:F U C320 ?87. L0' 3 114b1'P-I SC*
001-f 0 1863 288 SKT 3
flUFI 0 UL:0 289 ST(I 2 tIJeII-C*
('uF2 0 9kU6 290) s 2 Th11A-C
(10i3 0 DI)F 291 STOl I AC0141-I
i'uF4 U A2L4 , 292 m 2 TPI1OA-C.
iouFS 0 1063 293 SIT.................. '-
ooF6 0 DICE 294 STO 1 ACUri2-L

295 SELECT LMW
0OUF?.0 112FO 296 CiMP 2 J9AH-C
1001-i 0 C.2"- 297 !.lJ 2 JKAR-C - -.-- . . -

((0F9 0 1000 298 NIIP
OUI-A 0 U'CI) 299 - STOu I1ACU83-L- '* -

('UFtI 0 811:A 300 A 1 IkAK-L
"ouFC 0 D11:A 301 STE) IHkAK-I.............-

30.3 *FUR ENb1,NE5 START*UNL*.......
OuFDI 0 C2b1 .. 304 - 1 2 N-C
IOuFE 0 903C M5 6..........S.6
(luFF 01 4C300103 306 HP EN(1ST
0101 0 C03A 307 c .D 80 -. . . . . . .
0102 0 V1EA 308 STO 1 kAK-L.
0103 0 1000 309 ErdOST N(IP.................

310 *END ENblr4E START ONLY

0104 U CIED 31;1 ID 1 JRAEP-L
Ol0 U0 0 IO37 313 S' -' 25 6-
0106 01 4C30010A 314 HP 602
0.108 0 C033 315 ID* =0 .

('109 0 OILA 316 STU I kAR-I
()I0A 0 CIEA - 317 G0.2 10 1 RAR-L----. . -

(1108 0 ff1EB 318 A I HAS-I
5 O010C 0 01E9 319 STU 1 STkMP-I.......... -

320 *SE:LECT LUW
0101) 0 L1 EC 321 CMP I JRA1-I
lOIE 0 CIEC. 322 II) 1 JRAI-L.

0IUF 0 1000 323 NUP-.................-. -

0110 0 UIlEH 324 STO 1 .SRA1P-L 0-op'nPtTIUi325 DýLTA~i0PC~PTTIN
0111 0 Co 2A 326 LU 20
0112 0 O1F9 327 STU 1 Ji)-L........
0113 0 C02A 328 1(1 a15'00 --.-

0114 0. 92EI 329 S 2 -
0115 01 4C080 110 330 BNP NUI-1l)
0117 0 C~kI 331 Lu 2 N-C -..-..- - ..-

0118 U 9022 332 s =107o00 --

01119 01 4COftIIU 1 333 UNP NOM 11)
01181 0 C21:A 334 II) 2 mI)PLT-C_______
(ilIC 0 DIt-9 335 STUJ "--I JD-L.-
1)111) 0 1000) 336 NUHI 1) NOP
(311L. U C21:0 2$37 II) 2 bJD)P-C Th'-bLLTA-'iP-FACTU*AL --

Table 2 -- Conftiued
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OLIF U 91F9 338 S 1 Jl)-L
(112o o A21! 339 r| i J(;I)P-C DtWLTA P L01111 GAIN

IZI U lOOb 340 .LT 6
S 0122 0 DIE6 341 STO I JRAUP-L
0123 0 Hlt-A 342 A 1 JPA2-L
0124 0 O115 343 STO 1 JRA4-L

344 SELECT LOW
(1125 0 BIFA 345 CHP I JkA2-L
0126 0 CIFA 346 LI) 1 JKA2-L
0127 U 100U 347 NOP ,
(128 U 0E4 348 STU 1 JKA6-L

349 * UbLTA P iULTIPLIER ACCEL
0129 0 C332 350 - "L 3 P5OUP-fSC ..
012A 0 D2UH 351 STU 2 I)P-C
0120 0 A2E9 352 F, 2 OP,,AC-C UIFF. PRESSURE TRANSDUCER
012C 0 1084 353 SLT 4
0120) 0 920C 354 S 2 RPB-C .
012E 0 A2E8 355 ,11 2 UPGAC-,C ACCEL LOOP GAIN
012F 0 1080 356 SLT " 0
0130 U •1E3 357 STO 1 ARAI)P-L
0131 U 81E4 358 A I JRA6-L

359 * SELFCT LOW
0132 0 BI14 360 CMP 1'JjA6-L
D133 0 CIE4 361 LU I JRA6-L.
0134 0 10U0 362 NOP
0135 0 D1E2 363 STO I JRA6P-L

364 * SELECT LOW
0136 0 BlES 365 CMP 1 JRAIP-L
0137 0 C1ES 366 L 1 JRAIP-L
r.138 0 1000 367 (JOP
0139 0 DIE.. 368 "- STO 1 JRA5-C .

369
370 ' BREAK HERE

013A 0 7004 371 b4 Gr3
372 LORG -------

0138 0 29CC 373 + 0C 10700
013C 0 0000- 374 + D. C.. 0 ...
013D 0 0100 375 + UC 256
013E 0 3054 376 + DC 15700 .. .
013F 0 1000 377 GU3 NOP

378 * END BREAK -

379 * PRESSURE RATIOS UECtLLERATION CONTROL
0140 0 "-C2D3 . -30.......... ..LD " "TM14A-C
0141 0 '92E0 381 S 2 BJIP-C
0142 0 A204 382 " 2 TM13A-C .
0143 0 1083 383 SLT 3
0144 0 DICC 384. STO I'DCDB1-L

385 • SELECT LOW.
0145 0 82D5 . 386 .......- CaP 2 TM12A-C.
0146 0 C205 3H7 L0 2 TM12A-C
-0147 0 1000 "386 N)P..... .....
0149 0 DIC8 389 STO 1 UCDB2-L
0149 0 8ICA 390 .......... A "1DC0B3-L
014A 0 I)CA 391 STU 1 UCUB3-L
,.. "B 0 049.......3.Z LD "-20.
014C 0 91ED 393 S 1 JRAEP-L
T..-n 04 ,C300151 3- 43 8P -. 0 0M

Table 2 -- Continued
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014F 0 COEC . 395 'D 5=0
o 1!0 0 DICA 396 ST(J 1 I)C;'.-L

o1!) C C044 397 UUUEC LI) =15U
0 1b2 0 91CA 398 S 1 )CIDH3-L
0153 0 W1C9 399 STU I ICrh4-L

400 *
OVA 0 ' C?17"' 401 0I) 2 UIPMUC-C
o155 0 A2MJ 402 M 2 UP-C
0166 0 1084 403 SLT 4
01W7 0 DIC6 404 STU 1 UCUH7-L
0158 0 '9zUC 405 S 2 KPth-C
n159 0 A2b6 406 1. 2 UP W;4C-C,. .

015A 0' "1080" .. ......... SLT

400165f 0 DWEO 4208 STO 1ILHAUP-L

n; I!C 0 C2E9 410 LI) 2 HJU2-C
016) 92FC 411 S 2 UPPKL-C

nO1F6 U A2U2 41? 4 2 TM~bA-C
O116F 0 -1M 6 4' 13 . . SLT 1 . ...P,4....
n160 0 DIC7 414 STO 1 I)CUP6-L

415 * SELECT HIHO"
0,168 0 blEO 416 ChP 1 LK30P-L

0162 0 C002 430 LI) *35O

0163 0 1000 41 N %10P

0164 0 CIEC 419 .T 1" CLRADP-L

n165 0 8OEF 433 ST 1 JI)EC-C 9
4341 SELECT HIGH

0166 0 BIC9 422 CHP 1 IJDCM-L
0167 0 7002 423 I.DX . *+Z

(1168 U 100U 424 Nf)P
0176 0 CC .. 425 LI) 2' DRC4-1C .

4)17A 0 D01D 426 STO I 0CUBi-L
427

428 * SELECT LOH
0176 0 lO2A 429 ChP =350
016C 0 C029 430 LI)D0
016D 0 1000 4431 .OUP
016) 0 DIC5 432 STM 1 ICUR8-L
OIF 0 82EF. 433 A 2 JL3 EC-C

434 * SELECT HIGH
0170 0 b2EF 435 CHP 2 JUEC-C
0171 0 7002 436 MIDX 4,+2
0172 ff" '1000 ... .. 437 . ... Nr,

0173 0 C2EF 438 LD 2 JDEC-C
o174 0 DlUD 43'9 STO 1. iDC-L

440 4 SELECT HIGH
n175 0 bIEl 441' CMP I R' ..... .

0176 0 7002 442 b 2)X C+2
o177 0 1000 443 NEW
0OR7 0 Cb It 144. LU I JRA!)-L
0179 0 UIUC 445 STO 1 JRA'/-L .....

017A 0 C330 447 " LD 3 P48P3-ISC'..

n178 0 IH84. 448 SRT 4
44`9 * SELEC I LOWl

017?C 0 hOIA 4WU CriP =900
o170 0 C019 451 LO =900

Table 2 -- Continued
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A 017" 0 100o '452 HOP
017F U IWI)LU 453 STt 2 .JPb-C
0180 0 AIMC 454 1 1 JKA"-L
0 18 1 0 !00A 455 %LT Ity
0 L1H2 0 1 Iitti 45h STll 1 J'iF-I
, ) Iti 3 0 0)073 457 STO FI-EL

458
459 v CUMPUTE IGV PISITIUJ'

0184 . 10ou '*60 LTH18 ,(IP
(0185 0 c012 461 LIi =79
0186 0 t)1DA 462 STOi I PATH-I
0187 0 C2EI 463 LO) 2 N-C
0181 0 92FA 464 S 2 1iT-C .
0189 U 01U7 465 STI I .NNU(.$-L

018A 01 4C000199 466 8p LT90
0IUC U A006 467 'm KI
OID 0 10k52 461 SLT 2
fll8E 0 8?FI3 469 A 2 X1-C
OISF 0 1881 470 SRT * 1 .. "..................
0190 0 U109 471 ST0 1 IGV-L
0191 0 0067 472 STU PGV
0192 0 703F 473 B IGVUOI

474 *
0193 0 0000 475 KI tOC 0

. 0194 0 0000 476''- K2 DC .... 0
477 LORu

0195 0 FF38 478 + " C - -200 .
0196 0 OISE 479 D DC 350
0197 0 0384 480 + DC 900 . .. .. .. ... .
0198 0 U04F 481 + OC 79

.482 * " .. . .....
0199 0 1000 483 LT90 NIlP
019A 0 C04B 484 LU " :89
019H 0 DIUA 485 STU I PATH-L
019C 0 C2E1 486 LD 2 N-C
49D 0 92FO 487 S 2 i,'T-C

019E 0 0106 488 STO 1 8l9gO-L............
019F 01 4C300180 489 BP LT100
OIA1 0 C2F8 490 LD 2 N2T-C
0IA2 0 92FA 491 S 2 NIT-C
01A3 0 DID8 492 STO 1 NXNX-L ... .
01A4 0 C2F9 493 LD 2 X2-C
OlA5 0 .92FB 494" S "2 XIC............
OIA6 0 All)? 495 m I NNISO-L
OIA7 0 1980 496 SLT 0 .
OIA8 0 A9U8 497 U 1 NXhNX-L
01A9 0 1080 498 SLT G .......

O1AA 0 IU4 499 STU I IGVTI1-L
OIAB 0 82FB 500 A"..... .... 2 X1-C
OIAC 0 1881 1)()I SRT 1
OIAD 0 0109 502 ST I 1(;V-L. ..... ..
OIAE 0 n04A 503 ST. PIGV
OlAF U 7022 504 11 IGVDO .
)1ti0 0 1o0 )U! LTI)U NOP

"015l1 0 'Cf)35 50o6 . LI-------=99.
01b2 0 DIVA 507 510 I PATH-L

• -' 3-u C2E1 508 - .0 2"N-C

Table 2 -- Continued
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0111' 0 92F6 509 s 2 IJST-C
4116s ) nMub 5 10 Sri. I*1I-

"108 0 C 2F6 !)12 1.1)
O)Ibsi 0 WNS 511 s 2 iq;T-C
0 1 A U 1)1014 514 ST11 1 ilXMI\ X-L
41161 4C3?17 !)) LI) P X -

1) 1 hC 0 9?1-9 !)16 S 2X-
o101) 0) AIU6 517 11 1 1.i'90-L
0 113F 0 10010 !)Il sT
018F 0 AQU8 519 V) IX*.~-
1)ICO 0 10OW 520 S
OldI 0 '0103 - 521 T Y1(,2-
01IC2 0 #12F~9 5221 X-
0103 0 11081 52 3 ,T I
Old' IC 010I9 524 STU 1 WcV-1.
.11CS 0 0)033 525 .M -1

0 1C6 0 700B 52b h1 M111V1i
OIC7 U 1000 527 G'FG 100 1 OO
') 1LH 0 CO IF 528i LD I)Y
O1C9 0 DIUA 52V ~ STll 1 PATHi-L
OLCA 0 C?EI 530 LD 2 N-C
O1dB 0 9?F6 !531 s ? ,iAT-C
01CC 0 AUC? 532 1.1 K?
O1CO)0 1085 533 SIT- 5 - . . . .

(IICE 0 82F7 534. A 2 X3-C
OICF U 1881 535 SRT 1
0100) 0 0109 536 STID 1 1c;V-L
0101 U 0027 537 510 PIGj - 538 Er I( 1V LUMPIITATIONS -

539 .

0102 540 !GVI'0 E01tE
('102 0 1090 541 SLT 16I0(103 0 20100 542 LI35 U
OI04 b) C2LO 543 LO) 2 UP-C .- ...-

n11)5 0i 1883 544 SF4T 3
0I1060 AAUC -. 545 1) 2 1PB-C
0107 0 0023 546 STU LFLPP
01011 0 0102 . 547 STO 1 UOPLP-L
0109 30 040565CO 548 CALL VAUP
01011 1 DIEd 549 UC UALST

010C 0 0800 553 XII0 CE.UFF
1) 101) 0 1000 554 OUNE Nap

55 *.
(OIDE 01 65800000 !556 LUX 11 1XR1-_____

OIEO 01 6bb1s00001' 557 LUX 12 1XKt2
O1E2 01 6780M002 5514 LOX 13 IXR3
OIlE'. 01 4,CtO0006 559 LAST RSC I Ceo'TRL -

560
561 LIH U. .--.-y____

OIEfi 0 0059 562 + DC 89
O1E7 0 60163 563 '4'- v 99
(11E1 0 00)6D 564 + D)C 109
OitA 0000 565 CEOFF IiSS E~ 0

Table .2 -- Concluded
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In the mid-speed range a fixed maximum ratios is used equal to 410 multiplied
by the voltage of Trim 16. At the nominal setting of 2.5 the maximum counts is
1025 equal to 31.3 ratios. The nominal start schedule equals this value at
10,650 rpm.

There is also a back slope schedule in which counts = 6150 - 1338 N/2 1 2. At
maximum speed of 16500 rpm, the back slope yields 790 counts or 24.1 ratios.
The required to run counts of 650 would occur at 17,200 rpm equal to 104 percent.

ENGINE VARIABLE GOVERNORING

Three engine variations areincluded in a closed loop. The differences between
t r request for and engine speed, turbine temperature or burner pressure are added

to the base ratios as set by Trim 9. Engine speed is used as the selected input
parameter for the control system. Pressure and temperature loops are included
as safety loops which can be used. Either or both signals can be set to provide an
upper speed limit in event of speed control failure. Also the temperature circuit can
be used for start control protection operation. A block diagram illustrating these
control loops is shown by Figure 10.

The speed control loop is varied by Trims 1, 2, and 6 and by the throttle input.
Trim 1 is used to set the minimum speed for an investigation sequence. The
selected speed is:

N = rpm = counts = 10,000 + 819 (Volts Trim 1).

Selected speed in percent and rpm is given by the following list

N HPM 10000 10710 11550 12380 12730
N% 60.5 65 70 75 77
Volts 0 .86 1.89 2.9 3.33

Trim 2 is used to set the maximum speed for an investigation. The selected

speed is:
N = rpm = counts =13000 + 819 (Volts Trim 2).
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Selected maximum speed in percent and rpm is given by the following list

N RPM 13000 13200 14020 14850 15690 16500 17096
N% 78.8 80 85 90 95 100 103.4

Volts 0 .24 1.25 2.26 3.27 4.27 5

Throttle speed request is in the form of a voltage where,

N = rpm = counts = 6553 (volts throttle).

Throttle counts are compared with minimum speed counts and the highest selected.
Also the throttle counts are compared with the maximum speed counts and the lowest
is selected. The throttle can thus be moved through a large range but the speed is
selected by the trims.

Selec'ed speed is compared to the actual speed and the difference is multiplied by
the gain set by Trim 6. The error in speed multiplied by the gain then becomes a
counts effective as ratios counts. This can be expressed as:

ratios counts =AN (.4)(Volts Trim 6).

If the gain is 2.5 volts the speed error is equal to count ratios or 32.8 rpm error
is one fuel-pressure ratios.

The temperature control loop is varied by two trims. Trim 7 sets the temperature
request level, where request - 6000 + 819 (volts Trim 7). The request in counts is
equal to four times the request in degrees R. Temperature is input through the
A/D converter and scaled such that 5 volts will equal 16383 counts which vill equal
four times the temperature in degrees R. In table form the temperature - 4uest is:

Temperature 1500 1705 1910 2115 2319 2524
Volts Req 0 1 2 3 4 5
Volts sensor 1.83 2.08 2.33 2.58 2.83 3.08
Sensor volts =1. 22 x 10-3 Volts/6 R for the loop as specified.

Comparison of the request and temperature yields a temperature error. This error
is multiplied by a gain set by Trim 8 to obtain:

Counts = 3.2 (Volts Trim 8) ATR=

ratios in counts, or about 10° and a gain of one volt will yield one fuel-pressure ratio.
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A burner pressure control loop is provided. The burner pressure sensor circuit

yields an output of 5 volts equal to 200 psia. A burner pressure reference level is
set by Trim 8A. Neither of these senses is scaled and a request voltage is
equal to sensor voltage at zero error. The sensor and reference counts are 164
counts equal one psi. These two values are compared and multiplied by a gain
Trim 9A to yield-

Counts = 16.4 (Volts Trim 9A) AP

or at one volt of Trim 9A two psi error yield one fuel-pressure ratio.

A comparison of the temperature, pressure and speed control loops are made in
a select low logic circuit. The lowest value is added to the base ratios set by
Trim 9. Base ratios are set near the required to run so that no or a small error
exists in the control at steady -'Ate.

PRESSURE RATIOS ACCEILERATION CONTROL

Acceleration control by pressure ratio is shown in two forms by Figure 11. One
method utilizes the error between the sensed value and requested value of the
pressure ratio to establish an integration rate of ratios request counts. The other
methczl utilizes the difference proportionally to decrease the maximum ratios being
requested. In order to accomplish this control, a scheduled step and ramp are
used for limits of request ratio counts as a function of time.

Computations are started at the base ratios value. Base ratios are set near required
to run value by Trim 9 which yields,

Counts = 410 (Volts Trim 9).

A step is added by Trim 3 to the base ratios to obtain the minimum acceleration
value. The step counts = 205 (Volts Trim 3). A ramp is also added to the sum
of the base ratios and the step. The ramp is a value which is added to the previous
value each computation cycle, that is, each 0.01 second. An error in speed which
is equal to 256 counts must be present to cause the ramp to become effective. The
ramp set by Trim 4 Is, counts = 12.8 (Volts Trim 4). Thus when an increase in
speed is requested, the step sets the initial acceleration value, and if the speed
request is greater than 256 counts, the ramp becomes effective to add to the step.
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The ramp value is in a select low loop with the difference between AP/P (pressure
ratio) sensor and the desired value of AP/P set by Trim h1A. This difference is
multiplied by the setting of Trim 10A. Thus the ramp due to AP/P loop is:

Counts = 20 Volts A (&P/P) (Volts Trim 10A).

A second loop of A P/P control is also included. In this loop the differ ne between
a requested value of AP/P set by Trim 10 and the sensor value is mu]._ ? ed by the
gain of Trim 15 to influence the maximum ratio set by Trim 16 through a select low
loop. Sensor voltage is near -2.5 at steady state and decreases In magnitude (toward
a positive value) during an acceleration. The sensor voltage must be less negative
than the request voltage to influence tue acceleration. The effect of the loop is:

Counts = 164 Volts A(6 P/P) (Volts Trim 15).

Logic in the control program is used to maintain the ramp value at zero until a
speed of 10,700 rpm is reached. Also logic maintains the request of the AP/P value
at zero below 10, 700 and above 15,700 rpm.

PRESSURE RATIOS DECELERATION CONTROL

Deceleration contol by pressure ratio is shown in two forms by Figure 12. One
method utilizes the difference between the sensed value and request value to establish
an integration rate of ratios request counts. The other method utilizes the difference
proportionally to add to the minimum ratio counts.

A deceleration computation is started when a speed request less than the engine speed
is requested. A step is input between the required to run value of counts and the
speed error in counts limited by the deceleration ratios set by Trim 5 plus 350 counts.
The maximum count value of Trim 5 is 256.. Thus the maximum deceleration counts
is 606 which yields about 50 counts step when the throttle is retarded. If the speed
error exceeds a negative 200 counts, a ramp determined by Trims 12A, 13A and 14A
has an effect.

Trim 14A is used to set the reference value of AP/P during the deceleration. Since
the sensor voltage is near -2. 5 volts at steady state and becomes more negative
during a deceleration, the Trim 14A voltage is set at a more negative value than -2. 5
The difference is multiplied by the value of Lrim 13A to yield*

Counts = 20. 5 Volts A(&P/P) (Volts Trim 13A).
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The low value of the two ramp ratios causes a decrease in the set value of 350 by
the value of the ramp for each computation cycle. This in turn allows the value
of deceleration counts to decrease until the control value is reached.

The second loop Is proportional to the error between the sensor voltage and the
request set by Trim IA. This difference is multiplied by the gain of Trim 15A
to yield.-

Counts = 164 Volts A (P/P) (Volts Trimu 15A).

The counts are added to the deceleration ratios set by Trim 5. In order for the
loop to be effective the ramps must be set high enough that the value of symbol
r"DB4 is less than DRADP. Trim 1A voltage is set more negative than steady-

state sensor voltage and the sensor voltage decreases below that value yielding
positive counts which add to the JDEC deceleration counts.

SECONDARY PRESSURE RATIO LOOPS

Another approach to the acceleration and deceleration control by pressure sensing
is shown by Figure 13. Since the acceleration value of AP/P is nearly constant,
that is,

AP/P = K, and

AP/K = P.

It would appear that control could be affected by multiplying AP by some constant
(the K above is less than unity) and comparing the results with PB. The decrease
in maximum counts during an acceleration is given by:

Counts = {[2621(Volts Trim 11) (&P Volts)] -6553 (PB Volts)} (-1 Volts Trim 12).

The result of this computation is used to decrease the maximum counts proportional
to error.

Deceleration control is given by the equation

Counts ={[2621(Volts Trim 13) AP Volts? -6553 (PB Volts)}(.1 Volts Trim 14).

The result of this computation is compared by select high logic to the results of
deceleration control computations above to establish the deceleration counts.
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GEOMETRY SCHEDULE COMPUTATIONS

Figure 14 illustrates the bleed and guide vane position computation. Bleed position
obtained by engine running on the parts list control was nearly linear. A schedule
of four -;raight lines was established. Below 83% speed, the bleeds were maintained
open. At speeds greater than 100% the bleeds were maintained at the value established
on the day of running to establish a schedule. The schedule shown by the figure
is one straight line between 83% and 100% speed. The midpoint calculation would
not have been necessary.

The program illustrated by the block diagram compares speed and selects the speed
range of operation and than the position value is calculated for the applicable speed
range. The speed is first compared with the value set by Trim 7A which is 16,500
rpm equal 100% for the program used. In the current use of the program, this step
is not necessary. If however there were a speed above 100% or some other
programmed speed, the comparison would be positive and the position set by Trim
6A designed X3 would have been increased by the speed difference times the slope
designated by K2.

When the speed is less than that set by Trim 7A, the comparison is negative and
the next comparison of speed set by Trim 5A is made. If positive, the calculation
of path 99 is made. The value of the position is than the linear interpolation between
positions of Trim 4A and Trim 6A. If comparison of N and N2T is negative, than
the comparison of N and NIT is made and the indicated path of computation is followed.

The selected value of the position is divided by two in order to achieve the output
voltage from the D/A converter equal in magnitude to the input request voltage.
This is for convenience of checking operation of the loop. At bleed open position
(low speed) path 79 the request (Trim 2A) was set to -1.58 volts, the DAC output
was +1.58 and the position read from the position potentiometer was -1.58 volts.

Computer program computations are shown by Table 2.
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SECTION IV

SYSTEM INSTALLATION AND CHECKOUT

Figure 15 shows the plan view of the control room as presented in Reference 2.
Location of the Pace TR-48 analog computer and the control electronics interface
are indicated on the figure. A GE J85-7 engine was installed in the test chamber.
FIguare 16 shows the bleed portion of the engine. Location of the position feedback
potentiometer is indicated and the hydraulic lines which were rerouted through
the selection valve plumbing are shown.

INSTALLATION

In Section II the general arrangement of the assemblies comprising the engine -
control system was presented. In this section some detail of the interconnecting
cabling and component installation are listed.

Test Chamber Components

Figure 17 shows the end of the cable bundle and components used for the program
reported in Reference 1. For the current program a second CEC 4-326-0001
pressure transducer and a second burner pressure pickup adapter were added.
The second transducer is tied into the high pressure line to the pressure ratio
sensor. The second adapter is used to provide pressures to a CEC-4-312-0002
differential pressure transducer. The burner pressure sensor used for fuel
calculation by the computer program is attached to the third port of the second
adaptor.

The servo valve is tied into the bleed actuator hydraulic lines indicated by Figure 16.
The valving for this plumbing is indicated by Figure 3.

Cables are attached to the components and to the interface connectors as indicated
by cable and connector markings.
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1 - SIGNAL CONDITIOMIING
2 - SIGNAL CONDITIONING
3 - COMPUTER TERMINAL
4 - ACQUISITION PATCH PANEL
5 - FM MULTIPUEX
6 - CONTROL CONSOLE
7 - CORRELATION ANALYSIS INST.
8 - CORRELATION ANALYSIS INST.
9 - BIN LOOP RECORDERIREPRODUCER

10 - TAPE RECORDERIREPROOUCER
11 - OUTPUT PATCH PANEL-DEMULTIPLEX EQUIP.
12 - STRIP CHART
13 - FACILITY ENGINE CONTROL CONSOLE
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FIgure 15 -- Plan View of Control Room
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Pace Computer

The pace computer is programmed and attached to the interface as indicated on the
cable provided. Pace outputs to the interface consist of:

0 Power lever, PLA

0 Pressure ratio, AP/P

* Burner pressure, P3

This signal is used for burner pressure PB also by two inputs
to the interface.

0 Differential pressure, AP.

The above five signals are input directly to the interface isolation

amplifiers outputs to the computer terminal, whereas, the engine signals
are input through resistors to the same point. Thus, the engine com-
ponents can be connected during simulation checkout but the analog
computer input lines must be disconnected before the engine components
can be used.

0 Turbine Temperature, T4

This signal is input through the EK14 instrumentation line.

* Engine Speed, N

This signal is input in parallel with the electro-magnetic signal. The
signal is generated in a voltage to frequency converter. This line must
also be disconnected before engine running.

IBM 1800 Comuter Terminal Connections

Six cables are used to connect the interface to the computer terminal. The connec-
tions are to terminal points listed below:

0 EN14 Analog Signal Cable

0 Trims 1 through 18 are connected to terminal points 27 through 44.
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0 Pressure ratio, AP/P, to point 45

* Power lever, PLA, to point 46

• Turbine temperature, T4, to point 47

* Burner presure, P3, to point 48.

0 EKI5 Analog Variable Signals

* Bnrner pressure, PB, to point 49

0 Differential pressure, AP, to point 50. Points 51, 52 and
53 are spare points not used in the program.

0 Pressure circuits 3 and 4 and position feedback POS1, POS2,

POS3, and PO4 were not connected.

0 EElM Trim Cable #1

• Trims IA through 9A are connected to terminal points 18
through 26.

• FIK15 Trim Cable #2

"" Trims 1OA through 16A are connected to tetrinal points 54
through 61.

"" Instrumentation signals #1 and #2 incorporated in this cable
were not used.

* EK14 Engine Speed Signal, N

0 This fifteen bit word was connected to digital input word
number 1. The sync signal was input to the sign bit point.

- EKM5 Frequency Signal

4 0 This fifteen bit word was not used in the program but was
connected to digital input word number 2. The sync signal

4 was connected to the sign bit point.
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0 Digital to analog converter signals

* Fuel valve position request, DAC 0

S Bleed and guide vane position request, DAC 1

0 Quotient of differential pressure divided by burner pressure
AP/PB, DAC 2.

Instramentation Cables and Instrumentation Inputs

Three instrumentation cables are provided with the interface and three signals are
obtained from the facility data acquisition devices.

• EK14 Instrumentation Cable

" Fuel valve position for fuel flow indication to the X-Y and strip
recorders.

"* Analog speed signal (10 volts equals 100% N) for speed signal

to the X-Y recorder and to the strip recorder.

"* Turbine temperature input from Pace Computer.

* Pressure ratio, AP/"N, to strip recorder.

* EK15 Instrumentation Cable #1

0 Bleed valve position on the strip recorder.

* Pressure ratio, AP/PB, from IBM 1800 DAC 2 to the
strip recorder.

* EKI5 Instrumentation Cable #2

* Burner pressure, PB, tv the strip recorder.

* Differential pressure, AP, to the strip recorder.

* 7/16 inch Potter flow meter to the strip recorder.
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0 3/8 inch Potter flow meter to the strip recorder.

* Turbine temperature to the strip recorder.

CIRCUIT CHECKOUT PROCEDURE

The circuits are checked for operation both with engine off and with the engine

operating. All trims are moved and set to nominal values by observation of signals
on the voltmeter. Outputs of engine signals are read onthe voltmeter. These
circuits are adjusted for proper non-running outputs if needed. The IBM 1800
program is placed on line and a print out of all computer inputs points obtained.
These are checked for agreement with the settings made.

The engine is started on the parts list control and a strip recording of the start is
made. A strip traces of and a computer printout of the variables for several speed
values are obtained. These data are examined to ascertain the validity of trans-
ducer operation and to establish bleed valve schedule and start fuel schedule.

During these checkouts, signals were observed on an oscilloscope to determine line
noise. The digital to analog signals of fuel valve position request and pressure
ratio were found to be excessively noisy. These signals were changed 100 times
per second hence the output appeared as steps. Since the computer reads point
input values, any frequency noise can cause the steps in the DAC signals depending
on read cycle in relation to noise frequency. Two prominent sources of noise
were found. First, there were some ungrounded shields vihich introduced 60 cps
noise on the pressure sIgnals. Second, there was high frequency noise from the
IBM 1800 special power supply. Elimination of these two relatively high amplitude
noise inputs brought all signal noise within tolerable bounds.

During the previous program there had been a discrepancy between set values and
computer read values. The isolation amplifiers added to the interface output circuits
as line drivers eliminated this problem.

SIMULATED ENGINE CONTROL

The Pace computer cables are connected to the interface and the control program
is put into operation. Various loops of the control program are checked and operation
of various adjustments is ascertained.
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Speed requ.est is from the computer in a form which can be switched from idle to
maximum to idle by snap action. Each of the adjustments and groups of adjustments
is checked in 1,,ra during acceleration and deceleration requests to establish valid
solution of the mode by the IBM 1800 computer program. Two reversed signs in
addition circuits were found during these checkouts.

AUXILIARY PUMP CHECKOUT

After start and bleed schedules are programmed, the auxiliary pump is used to
provide flow. A speed signal is obtained from an oscillator and operation of the
two control loops are checked.

Setting the bleed schedule is very simple, speed point trims are set at 1/40 the
L percent speed and the geometry value trims are set at feedback voltage obtained

when the control was on the hydromechanical system. Bleed schedule is a function
of inlet temperature as well as speed. The schedule was established on a hot day
resulting in the bleeds being more open on cooler days than the hydromechanical
schedule would have been. The bleed position request was switched from DAC1
to the manual input to check the manual position request.

Starting fuel schedule had been established during the previous program. The
schedule was checked to determine operation of the fuel control and computer program
in the start region. The fuel flow was low because of the low value of the burner
pressure.

The bleed position and fuel flow circuit each have provisions for parallel inputs.
An oscillator input was used to check these circuits.

ENGINE START UP TO CHECK FUEL START SCHEDULE

The engine was started on the parts list control while the electronic control was
operAting on the auxiliary pump. During this test, the burner pressure was at
engine operating conditions and the start schedule and acceleration and deceleration
flow at various speeds were checked by manipulation of the electronic contro' !hrottle
to obtain a request above and below the engine speed.
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SECTION V

ENGINE TEST RESULnI

'4 Most engine tests were limited to the range between 70 and 95 percent speed. The

engine has accumulated 200 hours of operation and the case has been cut in numerous
places for mounting of instrumentation. Since the AFAPL have several test.
sequences planned for the engine, most testing was conducted under rather mild

conditions of operation. In the test sequences conducted for this program, nearly
250 acceleration and daceleration cycles were accomplished and the engine was

stalled three times.

During the test period, the fuel spray nozzles had to be cleaned, the bleed doors
had to be replaced, and one bleed actuator bellcrank was broken and replaced.
Intentional engine stalls were limited to those recessary to accomplish program
objectives since damage to the engine can occur. Enough stalls were made to
establish that moving the bleeds closed to stall the engine produced no indication
of stall before the stall occulTed.

The engine was accelerated and decelerated at ground level conditions and simulated
altitude conditions to demonstrate feasibility of the control mode. The sensor used
(the Bendix PRA-Al pressure ratio sensor) did not have sufficient range because of
physical travel limits in this unit to demonstrate both rapid accelerations and
decelerations with a single setting. There was a shift in steady state sensor output
value between ground level and altitude. In this rather short program no attempt
was made to develop the sensor for full acceleration plus deceleration range of
operation nor wAs an attempt made to locate a probe position which may have been
equally valid for altitude and ground level operation.

The altitude tests included in this sequence showed the change in value of AP/P
with altitude as the sensor probes were located in the engine. Additional investigation
would be required to determine If this change is characteristic or if an experimentally
selected sensing probe(s) location would give uniform results at all altitudes.
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ENGINE TEST LOG SHEET

TYPE TE T DATE TIME
Start SETTINGS

Variable SetUng Name INo EffeOt T Bptu Contro1
Trim I Z. 00 Idle speed I At desired idle setng

2 3.67 Max. speed At desired max. N setting.
3 4.9 Ratios step 4.9 Greater than zero
4 4.9 Ratios ramp 4.9 Greater than zero
6 2.0 Dec. ratios 1.7 to 5, 0 volts

6 1.0 Speed Gain 0. 0.to 5.0 volts
7 4.9 Temp. Level 4.9 Too obtain counts
8 2.0 Temp. Gain 2.0 Greater than zero
9 1.6 Base ratios Near 1.6

10 4) AP/P Level At desired sensor voltge
11 2.0 AP Multiplier AP Couuts>PB'Counts
12 0 AP ACC gain 0 Greater than zero
13 2.0 AP Dec. Multi. AP CoanmtsŽPB Counts
14 0 APDec. gain 0 Greater than zero
15 0 AP/P gain 0
16 2.5 Max. ratios High 1, 7 to 3+ volts
17 3.0 Start Level High As required
18 2.0 Start slope High As required
la 4.0 AP/P Dec. Ref. 4.9 At desired sensor
2a 1.60 ]a1
3a 2.12 NIT
4a 2.47 X2
5a 2.26 N2T
6a 3.73 X3
7a 2.52 N3T
8t 2.0 Press, gain 2.0 Greater that ý zero
9a 3,5 Press. level 3. 5 At desired P3 v'Its

10a 0.0 Ramp Gain Ace. 2.0 Greater than zero
Ila 0 RampReo.AP/P 0 At desired sensor voltage
12a .5 Ratios ramnpAdK. 4.9 __ Greater than zero
13a 2.5 Ramp gain Dec. 2.5 Greater than zero
14a 4.9 Ramp ref. Dee. 4.9 At desired sensor voltage
15a 0 AP/P gain Dec. 0 Greater than zero

Trim 16a- 0
Mmi.Speed Max.Max.

Inlet Pressure
Inlet Temperature

Table 3 -- Trim Setting for Various Control Modes
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TEST PROCEDURES

Control system adjustments were set to the values showvi by Table 3 for engine
starting. After the start, adjustments which could interfere with tests on the loop
being investigated were set out of the way of loop operation. Values for the various
trims for effect and no effect on the various loops are also shown on Table 3.

The engine was accelerated with the throttle to maximum request rpm. The
setting of Trim 2 limited the maximum speed obtained. After the high speed was
obtained, the request for low speed was accomplished by closing a switch which
loaded the throttle potentiometer causing a low speed request. Accelera dons

: 1and decelerations were then made by opening and closing the switch.

Values of adjustments to be effective during various control modes were selected.
The engine test log sheet Table 4 contains the numbers of figures demonstrating
the effects of the adjustment. Log sheets wer-. used to record trim setting used
for various engine transients. The applicable setting values are !istcd on each
figure.

VARIABLE CONTROL

Several features and loops of the control system were used in test program execution
but only that data specifically pertinent to program objective is presented in this
report.

Speed Control

Speed control is a proportional loop. Tests showed thct adjustments could result in
stable, underdamped, or oscillatory conditions. Actual set points were established

* as discussed in the following paragraph.

The gain of the speed control was maintained at a setting of one volt. At this
setting one percent speed error causes an effective fuel change of ten percent and
seven percent of steady state fuel at 100 percent and 70 percent speed, respectively.
This gain, Trim 6, was adjusted to five volts for loop checkout, At 70 percent the
system was stable to the five volts, and at 100 percent the system was oscillatory
above a setting of 4. 5 volts. Speed over shoots were greater and the speed
oscillated for a couple of seconds at the end of transients with gain settings
significantly higher than the one volt used.
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K ENGINE TEST LOG SHEET

TYPE TEST DATE
Start '

Variable I Setting Name Applicable Figures
Trim 1 Z.JU0 lale speec 1 19

2 3.57 Max. speed
3 4.9 Ratios step 18
4 4.9 Ratios ramp 19
5 2.0 Dec. ratios 18 24
6 1.0 Speed Gain
7 4.9 Temp. Level
8 2.0 Temp. Gain
9 1,6 Base ratios

10 0 AP/P Level 22 30
11 2.0 AP Multiplier
12 0 AP ACC gain
13 2.0 AP Dec. Multi.
14 0 AP Dec. gain
15 0 AP/P gain 22. 30
16 2.5 Max. ratios 18
17 3.0 Start Level
18 2.0 Start slope
la 4.0 AP/P Dec. Ref. 24 26 32
2a 1.60 XN
3a 2.12 NiT
4a 2.47 X2
5a 2.26 N2T
6a 3.73 X3
'7a 2.52 N3T
80. 2.0 Press. gain
9a 3.5 Press. level

10a L 0 Ramp Gain Acc. 20 26
Ila 0 Ramp Ref.AP/P 20 22 28

Ai12a , 1 Ratios ramp dec. 18 24 26 27
13a 2.5 Ramp gain Dec. 24 31 4

14a 4.9 Ramp ref. Dec. 31
15a 9 AP/P gain Dec. 24 26 32

"rimj I16a 10

7able 4 -- List of Figures Illustrating Trim Effects
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Pressure Control

The buvner pressure control was used as q safety control loop. During start the
pressure trim 9A was set at one volt equal to maximum selected value of forty
psia, After the start the setting was changed to 2,2 volts which is a setting of
88 pEa. In the control program the pre.sure Is comppared tc, a set maximum
n,•mber (900 equal to 88 paia) as a eafety loop. This protects agaiust a failure whichV would cause high voltage in the sensor circuit.

With the start pressure controlling at a proirdmately 78 percent speed, the throttle
was advanced to maximum speed request. The pressure level request was than
gradually increascd allowing control at various speeds. The loop was e*able at
the 2.5 volts gain setting (Trim 8A) used during the tesh.

During altitude tests the start pressvre setting was set at .75 volt equal to
37.5 psia. The trim was left at this value for some of altitude transients and the
traces of figures 28 and 30 shows pressure control established by this limit above
90 percent speed.

Temperature Control

The temperature was being recorded on the strip chart and the temperature control
loop was checked by the Pace simulation. Temperature was not used as an engine
control during this test sequence. The AFAP.L has a temperature control test sequence
planned.

Secondary Pressure Ratio Control

This loop was included in the program to obtain parallel information on the AP/P
parameter. The control was used with the Pace simulation. No attempt was made
to control the engine by using the loop.

GROUND LEVEL ACCELERATION AND DECELERATION TESTS

Ground level tests to demonstrate operation on AP/P parameter consist ol-

"* Establishing schedule bounds.

"* Adjustments for accelerations on both integral and proportional
control loops.
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SAdjustments for decelerations on both integral and proportional
control loops.

Operations of the engine during the tests are presented by Figures 19 through 27.

Schedule Bounds

The scheduled parameter is ratios (W/'P3 ). The effect on performance of the ratios
parameter was established and allows'bounds to be set on maximum and minimum
ratios. These bounds may be retained if desired when investigating any other loop
and will act as an engine safety control.

Some of the control flexibilities were demonstrated in these runs. Ratios may be
scheduled by RPM for either acceleration or deceleration.. Also it is possible to
set an increment above or below a referen -e (base ratios) value.

The system also includes the ability to control the rate of change of the parameter
(ramp rate). This feature is used to control the initial transition from a steady
state point to transient control, thus preventing excessive overshoots whenestablishing
transient control of the system.

Schedule bounds computations are shown by Figure 9. Figure 18 illustrates the
effect of schedules in ratios (Wf/P and the effects of scheduled ramps or integration
rates and the effects of steps in ratios added to the base ratios. Run 1 is the
acceleration and deceleration at the normal start settings.

For Run2 the maximum ratios were increased to a setting of 3.0 volts and the
deceleration ratios were increased to 3.5 volts. At these settings the acceleration
occurs in about .8 second and the deceleration occurs in about 2.1 seconds.

Runs 3, 4 and 5 show the effect of steps in ratios added to the base ratios. These
steps are parallel effects with the maximum ratios. For the setting of run 3, the
step is one volt and the acceleration occurs in about 2 seconds.

Runs 3, 4, and 5 show the effect of integrating the ratios ramp setting on deceleration.
For run 5, a ramp setting of 1.5 volts is used and the deceleration occurs in . 8 second.
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Acceleration Control by Integration

Computations for acceleration control on airflow (AP/P) are shown by Figure 11.
Acceleration control from various speed points and the effect of schedule ramp are
shovn by Figure 19. Prior to these runs, the gain in integration of ratios with
error in scheduled AP/P was varied to establish a desired gain setting. Also a
low scheduled ramp was used. Run a illustrates the low gain of.5 volt. The
scheduled ramp trim 4 was alse set at. 5 volt and as a result had influence at
the start of the acceleration. The scheduled ramp was increased to 1 volt for run 2
and to 1.5 volts for run 3. The scheduled ramp effect was thus eliminated as an
influence on the acceleration.

With the setting of run 3, the idle trim adjustment was varied to start the
accelerations from various speed points. The fuel was controlled to a very narrow
band during this demonstration.

At steady state idle, the AP/P sensor voltage was adjusted to about 4. 4 volts. The
ramp of fuel-pressure ratios depends on the setting of the desired control voltage.
Figure 26 illustrates the effects of increasing the control voltage (Trim 11A) nearer
the steady state value. Run 1 is a repeat of run 3 from Figure 19. For run 2, the
control voltage trim 11A was adjusted to 2.0 volts. Figure 21 is a time trace of
these runs which illustrate the initial overshot of the sensor and then control near
the set value for the remainer of the transient.

For runs 4 and 5 the control setting of the AP/P sensor is nearer the steady-state
value. The slower acceleration allowed time for a aecond oscillatory loop during
run 4. For run 5, the gain was doubled allowing twice the ramp rate. This caused
a rather violent flow oscillation with the mean near that required to obtain the
requested AP/P sensor output. It is evident from these traces when considered
with the runs of 1, 2 and 3 of Figure 19 that the computations as defined with control
over the initial rate of fuel increase is necessary to prevent a large initial overshoot.

ACCELERATION CONTROL BY PROPORTIONAL ACTION

Control computations for airflow (6P/P) proportional control are illustrated by
Figure 11. For this control a value of AP/P is set so that the sensor voltage moves
from steady state past the set voltage and the difference causes a reduction in the
maximum ratios schedule by the adder and select low loop.
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Figure 22 illustrates control on the proportional control. Run 1 is identical to
run 1 of Figure 20 which is controlled on the integration system. Trims 10 and 15
were set to make the proportional control effective. This caused a lower fuel
flow around 72% speed but then increased above the flow of run 1. For run 3 the
integration control was reference set lower to increase the integration rate. The
loop was then slightly oscillatory. For run 4 the proportional control reference
was set at 2. 5 which is nearer the steady state value. This caused greater
oscillation than run 3 primarily due to the initial overshoot of the set point.

The gain setting for run 5 was changed to 1.0 volt. 7- 1 s caused the trace to be
higher than the other traces after an initial low value. ,e setting for run 5 was
used for the three runs of Figure 23.

Figure 23 illustrates control from three speed points. The spread obtained in the
three lines is due to a combination of effects. For stable control the gain was
low. The initial scheduled step and ramp to prevent large overshoots is more
effective at the higher speeds where the acceleration time is short. The rate
of the fuel valve also appears to have some effect during rapid accelerations.

Deceleration by Proportional Control

Control computations for deceleration control on the airflow parameter are illus-
trated by Figure 12. It is observed that deceleration control is restricted to a ratios
band of 350 counts. Figure 24 runs I and 2 illustrata the band of operation.

For run 3, the proportional loop was made effective by change of the gain from zero
to 2. 5 volts. At this setting the loop was very oscillatory so the gain was changed
to 1.0 voli. At this setting, the trace was less oscillatory and the fuel level was
somewhat lower. For rum 5 the reference level was changed to 3 volts from 4 volts.
This was a setting to require a higher flow during the deceleration. The deceleration
ratios setting was than changed from 2.5 to 4.9 which is a setting of higher fuel
flow during the deceleration.

Time traces of runs 1 and 2 of Figure 24 are shown by Figure 25. The AP/P sensor
was readjusted until the output was against the stop during steady state. During
trace 1, the deceleration flow was high, and the AP/P sensor output moved from
+1.4 to -1.4 volts. During trace 2, the decleration flow was low, and the sensor
output moved to the stop at -4. 9 volts. The other traces of Figure 25 show the
transients from various speed points.
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Figure 26 illustrates, proportional control trim effects and the traces obtained from
sbveral speed points. For run 1 the deceleration scheduled ramp trim 12A was set

at 4.9 volts. This caused a most rapid decrease in fuel at the st.rt of the deceleration,
an undershoot in flow and then control. For run 2, the ramp was set to .5 volt and
the initial decrease in fuel was much less and control smoothly started to act. For
run 3, the ramp was changed to 1.0 volt, and the gain trim 15A was changed to.5
voAt from 1. 0. Then for run 4 the AP/P deceleration reference was changed from

3.0 volts of the previous runs to 2 volts.

Traces 3 and 4 of Figure 25 shows the effect of setting the control level from 3.0
volts to 2.0 volts. The change is not great in fuel flow, but the oscillation of the

t sensor output at approximately nine cycles per second is much more violent. The
traces 5 and 6 shows deceleration from 90 and 84.5 percent speed. The deceleration
band is fairly narrow and the fuel oscillations are at a tolerable level.

Deceleration Ratios Ramp Control

Figure 12 includes the computation for the deceleration ramp control. Three
trims are used for this control loop: a scheduled ramp trim 12A, the closed loop
ramp gain trim 13A and the closed loop ramp level trim 14A.

Figure 27 illustrates the deceleration control by integration. The frequency of
oscillation during these decelerations was near 2.25 cycles per second. The schedule
ramp trim 12A was changed from .5 to .75 o 1.0 volt for runs 1, 2 and 3. The
setting of 1.0 appeared to allow most effective control on the closed loop. Decelerations
were then made from four other speed points.

ALTITUDE TESTS

The engine was run at the equivalent pressure of 20,000 ft altitude. Figures 28
through 32 show the results of these tests. Output of the sensor changed more with
speed at altitude than at ground level conditions. The sensor, however, could be
adjusted to provide a band of control for acceleration and then readjusted to obtain
a band of control for deceleration. The longer time of the transients resulted in
more obvious control at the set point of the parameter.

Altitude Acceleration Control by Integration

Figures 28 and 29 illustrate the accelerations and the effects of trims for integration
control. The scheduled step and ramp were set at .75 and .5 volt respectively. This
step setting causes the undershoot in speed during the deceleraticns. The small
step is near the required to run.
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At the low burner pressure of the deceleration, the fuel flow remains low until
the ramp becomes effective at about 4 percent underspeed.

Runs of the lower group of traces of Figure 28 were used to establish the setting for
the upper group. For run 1, the ramp control reference was set at zero. The
sensor output reached this level and then decreased as the engine accelerated on
the maximum scheduled ratios. The flat near the end of the acceleration is caused
by the burner pressure control. The burner pressure was set at. 75 volts equal
to 37.5 psla for some safety during engine starting. The setting was left there.
When the 37.5 psia pressure was reached, the burner pressure control maintained
the pressure and since the acceleration was at maximum ratios (a constant), the
fuel flow remained constant.

For the other transients, the control sensor request was changed to -1.5 voit..q.
Operation was then around that value of the sensor output. With the higher gains
of trim 10A, the control was much more oscillatory than at the 0. 5 volt value used
for the accelerations from the three different speed points. The initial overshoot
in fuel was much greater at altitude condition than at the ground level condition

shown by Figure 19. The rate of the fuel valve has some effect at ground level,
but since the total travel required at altitude is much less, the value rate is not
an effect at altitude.

Altitude Acceleration by Proportional Control

Accelerations by proportional control are shown by Figure 30. For runs 1 and 2,
there was very little control because of the level of control set by trim 10. For
run 3, there was very little control because of the low gains. When the gain trim 15
was increased to two volts and three volts for runs 4 and 5, the gain was high enough
for control.

Run 6 of Figure 2fý illustrates tee change in the sensor output (3 volts) between 77
percent speed and 95 percent. Also run 1 illustrates the acceleration characteristics
in the higher speed range with the sensor output only slightly greater than steady state
at the 95 percent speed point. Only run 5 of Figure 30, the high gain setting of
trim 15 on the control, had an effect in the high speed range. Control was obtained

by run 4 in the lower speed range. When the level of control trim 10 was changed
to a higher voltage magnitude, the control setting was within the range of steady
state values and would prevent acceleration to maximum power.
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Altitude Deceleration Control by Integration

Deceleration control by integration is shown by Figure 31. For these runs the
deceleration control level trim 14A was varied to show the effect of the control.
Control is s-milar to the control at ground level Figure 27. The sensor is less
responsive at the low pressure levels associated with the altitude deceleration
transient. Control action behavior reflects the increased time constant of the
sensor.

Altitude Deceleration by Proportional Control

Deceleration by proportional contx,' is illustrated by Figure 32. These decelera-
tVon transients are similar to those of Figure 31. Control action is similar to
the ground level transients of Figure 24. Control response is linuted by the slow
response of the pressure ratio sensor. Further the control action reflects the
change of sensor output with speed which occurs at altitude.

STALL TESTS

The engine was stalled by closing the bleeds while the control was iraintaining a
constant speed. Three stalls are presented by Figure 33.

For stall number one the fuel was being oscillated at one cycle per second with an
amplitude of *60 pph. The bleeds were being slowly closed from the open position
of about 1.6 volts toward the closed position of about 4.16 volts. The stall is
evident by an abrupt decrease in burner pressure. There was also a rapid rise
in the tailpipe temperature indication. This indication is monitored by the engine
operator. When stall occurred, the pressure ratio output moved in the direction
to indicate a decelerating condition associated with a fuel reduction. Fuel decreased
very little during the transient. The fuel was at a valie to maintain the speed before
the stall. When stall occurred, the pressure decreased and simultaneously the
decrease in speed caused the request fuel-pressure ratios to increase to the maximum
set value.

Spe, id decreased to about 55 percent before recovery. The transient in pressure ratio
sensor output from near -5 volts to +1 volt is due both to the acceleration fuel flow
and to the decrease in airflow with lower rotor speed. Behavior of the sensor as
the rotor increased back to speed is a normal transient during all engine start ups.

Change in engine variables between the conditions which cause stall and normal
steady state conditions is evident between stalls 1 and 2. The pressure ratio sensor
output indicated greater airflow before stall than the normal steady state airflow.
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Recovery from stall during the second transient was different from the first because
of the bleed control movement. The bleeds were manually moved toward the closed
position and after stall in the first case the bleed control was switched back to
computer control. After the second stall, U" 'lIeeds were manually opened part
way and then switched.

The third stall was from 75% speed. Fuel flow decreaset; after the stall in this
case because the fuel was higher before stall but the pressure decreased to about
the same level during the transient.
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SECTION VI

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A jet engine parameter for closed loop control of the engine transients was investi-
gated and tested in the program being reported. The parameter investigated was
based on the concepts of airflow corrected to compressor discharge corditions.
The parameter used to infer airflow was a combination of pressures sensed
between the last rotor and the burner and is designated AP/P throughout this report.
The AP/P parameter was sensed with a fluidic device. Wall static pressure between
the compressor and burner was used for high pressure. The pressure sensed by
static probe located in the last stator row was used for low pressure.

A special control system was defined, assembled, and used to evaluate engine
performance with closed loop accelerations and decelerations on the AP/P parameter.
The special control system was conceived and implemented with an IBM 1800 digital
computer used for control computations. A hydromechanical fuel valve, sensors,
and an interface/adjustment electronic package used in conjunction with the digital
computer completed the special control systi.m.

Analysis of the J85 engine indicated, and test confirmed, that the AP/P paramet-r
can be used for closed loop engine fuel control during transients. The analysis of
other engine compressor maps indioate that, in general, the AP/P reference value
would have to be shaped as a function of corrected speed for application to a control
system closed loop. To define a control using AP/P as the acceleration parameter.
the engine involved would have to be tested to determine sensor probe location and
AP/P characteristics during a- acceleration.

This test program included altitude testing of the AP/P parameter. Test showed
a difference in the parameter value at altitude relative to sea level tests. It
would be necessary to establish a sensor probe location that minimizes or eliminates
this altitude effect prior to an application of AP/P in a control system.
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CONCLUSIONS

* The compressor map for the J85 indicated AP/P would be constant
during acceleration from 60 percent to 100 percent engine rpm. At
less than 60 percent engine rpm the parameter at the stall line
decreased rapidly. The test range for closed loop control was limited

R to the idle to maximum engine rpm operating range and special
scheduling was used for the engine start to idle transient.

During decelerations, the corrected air flow increase from steady-
state values, and since the steady-state value is nearly constant, a
constant value was used to demonstrate deceleration control on the
parameter.

9 A more responsive pressure ratio sensor was obtaired by modifying
the sensor used during the tests of Reference 1. Sensor integration
rate was increased from 0. 5 to i inch/second over the test pressure
levels to 2 to 3 inches/second. The sensor thus followed the fuel
transients with a small lag of about 0. 02 second.

* Transte'.t control on the parameter could be accomplished at simulated
altitude (20,000 ft) as well as at ground level. There was a greater
steady state variation in the parameter at altitude than at ground level.
Demonstration of control was accomplished by adjustment of the sensor
for accelerations and readjustment for decelerations.

"• Stalls were obtained by closing the bleeds and opening the guide vanes
by the interconnected linkage at 70 -nd 75 percent speed. No change
in the AP/P parameter and no chw-.ge in the noise on the burner pressure
as observed on an oscilloscope was detected before stall. During the
stall output of the sensor indicated a higher airflow, a condition farther
from stall, and the scope pressure sigral became noisy.

"* Repeatability and predictability of the control system assembled was
excellent. The system can readily be adaxpted to various tests with
assurance that the control interface and computer program will perform.

"• In addition to demonstrating the -,/P loop, control functions normally
associated with a fuel control system were demonstrated. Also the
flexibility of the electronic package and the IBM 1800 Computer to vary
schedules easily and rapidly was demonstrated.
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Factors demonstrated included:

0 Starting control

0 Acceleration scheduling

0 Accelerations were scheduled on a three (3) segmented
(Wf/P 3 ) fuel pressura ratios curve with AP/P loop set so
as not to be a control.

0 Decelerationi scheduling

0 Speed governing

* Burner pressure control

• Rapid and simple adjustments on:

0 Acceleration schedule

L. o Deceleration schedule

0 Governor set point relative to throttle angle position

0 Governor gain

0 Start schedule

• iRECOMMENDATIONS

• Test data should be obtained in other engines for the purpose of
evabliating the applicability of the AP/P parameter for acceleration
control on a broader basis than can realistically be defined by tests
on a single J85-7 engine.

0 Isolate actuation of the vanes and the bleeds of the J85-7 engine to
isolate the effects on stall conditions. Further, the two sets of bleeds
could be isolated to obtain unbalanced flow conditions.

0 Distort inlet to compressor to determine flow characteristics at the
compressor discharge due to inlet flow distortion.
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*Instrument compressor immediately before the bleeds as well as at
the rear of the compressor with multiple sensing devices to ascertain
effects of guide vanes, bleeds and distortion.

IConduct more tests into stall at any time an engine is available and engine

failures will not jeopardize other test programs, Stall characteristics
of the J85-7 engine which was designed for high altitude operation ore
probably not representative of most engines. Tests into stall of the
J85 at higher speeds and probably at altitude conditions are desired.
Data of stall characteristics of other engines should be obtained.
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APPENDIX I

DESCRIPTION OF BENDIX EE15 AND EE14

ELECTRONIC INTERFACE PACKAGE

SYSTEM CONCEPTS

The Bendix Model EK15 Electronic Package is incorporated in a 19?? x 20" x 621"
rack. Bendix Model EK14 Electronic Package is included in the rack. Figures 4
and 5 show the front and rear views of the package. Rack features from bottom
to top are:

"0 Two 8.75" storage drawers

"• Power supplies for L5, ±15, and 0-34 VDC,

"• A conwicnience shelf,

"• An 8. 75 spare space,

"* The EKl5 circuit assemblies, and

"" The EK14 package.

The package is connected into the control system by cables through the connectors
shown by Figure 5.

System Assemblies and Components

The system is designed to control fuel to a G. E. J85-7 engine and tc control com-
pressor bleeds and guide vanes on the engine. Computations required are accomplished
by the AFAPL IBM 1800 digital computer. Senses of engine variables are obtained
by:

"0 A pressure ratio sensor (Bendix Model PRA-Al),

"" Two CEC 4-326-0001 pressure transducers,
S
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• A CEC 4-312-0002 pressure transducer,

* A parts list electromagnetic pulse generator, and

[ A compressor bleed valve position potentiometer.

Fuel control is accomplished by positioning the metering valve of the Bendix EH-G1
fuel control flow section. Bleeds are controlled by a servo valve control of fuel
flow to the bleed actuators. Fuel supply is obtained from the parts list fuel pump.

The AFAPL Pace Analog Computer Model TR48 is used for system checkout. An
engine simulation is programmed and the computer provides signals as would exist
from the engine through the interface signal conditioning circuits. The Pace
computer signals are input to the signal isolation amplifiers. The simulated speed
is conditioned by a voltage-frequency converter and input through the normal
frequency to digital word circuit.

System components can remain connected while the simulation checkout Is being
performed. Further, the fuel control and bleed control can be operated by an
auxiliary fuel supply during the checkout. The Pace computer input cable must be
disconnected for engine running.

Package Inputs and Outputs

Figure 6 is a block diagram illustrating the inputs to and the outputs from the
interface. Signal conditioning from input to output is accomplished by the various
package circuits. A voltmeter, shown by Figure 4 is included in the package
for monitoring the various adjustments and signals. Significant features include:

* Adjustments to the IBM 1800 computer program by
voltage settings of potentiometers.

* Speed or frequency converters to provide digital
numbers proportional to the reciprocal of frequency
and voltages proportional to frequency.

* Five strain gage type pressure transducer ,Arcuits.

* Five position control circuits through torque motor
driver amplifiers. These include the fuel valve
control and the compressor bleed control.
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* One pressure ratio sensor circuit.

* Provisions for computer program checkout by use of
the Pace Analog computer.

* Three instrumentation strips for use at recorders. These
strips contain provisions for three signal inputs to the
computer.

S Power supplies.

S0 Dynamic inputs (an oscillator input) to the fuel valve
- and bleed control circuits and a step to the bleed

control circuits.

Cabling

The system requires a 115 volts 60 cps input line to the EKI5 power supply. This
line is unfused to an output to the EK14 assembly and to three utility receptacles
for auxiliary test components such as meters and oscillators. The line is fused
to the D, C. voltage power supplies which consist of +5, .15 and a variable 0 to
34 VDC. The several cables used with the system are listed here:

0 Interrack

* AC power to EK14

•.15 VDC to EK14

* -15 and 15 (one cable) to EK15 card chassis

0 Voltmeter connection

0 Engine

• One multiple c9ble between the EK14 chassis and the fuel
control, pressure ratio sensor, pressure sensor, and pulse
pickup

* Two cables between the EKI5 card chassis and a burner pressure
sensor and a differential pressure sensor
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* One multiple cable between the EK15 chassis and the bleed
control servo and the bleed position transducer.

9 One coaxial cable, the use of which is not defined

0 Instrumentation

One strip to the EK14 and two strips to the EK15 card chassis

0 Trim Signals

Two fanning strips attached to one connector at the EK14 chassis
and. two fanning strips attached to two connectors at the EK15
card chassis.

Instrumentation inputs are included in trim Cable #2.

* Digital Words

One word for engine speed from the EK14 chassis and two
words from the EK15 card chassis

• Variable Signals

Four signals from the EK14 chassis through the same connector
as the trims and eight signals from the EK15 chassis

* Pace Computer

One cable to the EE15 card chassis with a jumper cable to the

EK14 chassis.

0 Voltage to Frequency Converter

One cable from the EK15 card chassis to a converter which
has a frequency input cable for attachment to the various
frequency inputs

* Oscillator Input

One cable for fuel valve oscillator input to the EK14 fuel control
circuit and one cable to the EMI5 position control circuits.
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Chassis Features

Figure 34 shows the EK14 chassis arrangement. Position of the various circuit cards
are shown. Figure 35 shows the EI5 card chassis. Details of the cards are dis-
cussed in sections describing the circuits.

The EKI14 chassis contains a digital voltmeter which is used for monitoring signals
from both chassis. Adjustment values are read by the voltmeter by placing
selection switches in appropriate positions. Voltmeter attachment sockets on the
EK15 are shown.

Circuit selection switches are shown by Figure 35. These fourteen switches are
incorporated to provide some flexibility. Switches 1, 2, and 3 have no attachments.
Switches 4, 5, 6 and 7 are used to select inputs to the four position control circuits.
A step in position request can be made by setting the step size by poten~lometer
adjustment 16 and switching 8 on and off. Oscillator input to the position circuits
is accomplished through the banana plug sockets noted. Switches 9 and 10 are used
to switch trims 10 through 15 from the trim input fanning strip to unused pressure
and position circuits for direct inpuzt to the computer terminal.

Switches 11 and 12 are used to switch the two DAC signals to various position circuits
as noted. Switch 12 is set to the off position.

Switches 13 and 14 are used to change the effective voltage range of the adjustment
potentiometers from -5 VDC to zero to -5 VDC to +5 VDC. The switches are set
to the zero (common) position.
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IBM 1800 PROGRAM ADJUSTMENTS

Thirty-four (34) ten-turn potentiometer adjustments are included for ease of,
changing the constants of the computer program. Eighteen of these adjustments
were included in EK-14. These adjustments have limited voltage range. Sixteen
adjustments are included in EK15 card chassis. Nine of these adjustments are
full range voltage including a selection between -5 VDC to +5 VDC or to common.
The primary purpose of these adjustments is for schedules of engine geometry
control. The change from positive to negative voltage is for change of slope through
zero if required in the schedules. The other seven adjustments include the same
voltage range as above but in additiin have attenuation possibilities for low voltage
input. Further, these adjustrnonts Are wired through swit',hes for other circuit
uses or computer input through 'mud pressure or position circuito as may be
desired for program additions.

Each adjustment output E ibrough a Texas Instrument SN72741P operational
amplifier. The trim cir•,Ult' are illustrated by Figure 36. The circuit selector
switches are located under Q, ý'ont edge of the Cambion card file,

Figure 37 is a photograph of the trm input fanning strips for mounting to the
computer terminal. Trim number and name used i&L the IBM 1800 computer program
are shown on the photograph. The trims froir EK14 are from one connector on the
package, while two connectorb are used for the EK15 trims. Undefined signals
which might be useful in engine operation can be input to the computer through the
two instrumen'at on inputs.

Figure 38 is a photograph of the EK14 Cambion card containing the isolation
amplifiers for the trim circuits. Isolation amplifiers for analog signals are also
included on the card. In addition circuits for pace computer inputs are provided
as noted by card Inputs of Figure 38.

Figure 39 is a photograph of the EKIS trim isolation amplifier card. This card
also includes two Isolation amplifiers ior instrumentation strip signals. Also an
isolation amplifier is incorporated for use of the Dac #2 variable at the instrumen-
tation strip. Inputs of T",ms 10 through 16 cah be through resistors to obtain low
voltage outputs. These resistors are mounted on a socket strip and can be inclurded
In the circuit by replacing the wire on a strip used to obtain high voltage outpu.
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SWITCH 13(EK15 10-16) 14(EKI5 1-9)
10 TURN * +5VDC

POTENTIOMETER
- C O 1 o0 0 R2 [ 0 COMMON EK14 Rp 1000 EK14

2000 EK15
RP .OP. AMP. SN72741P

CIRCUIT SWITC /I j>LTRIM OUTPUT

SEK14 CIRcuiT
TRIM R1  R2  R3  R4 SWITCH X

1 500 0 None II0 None
2 00 0 1Wire
3 0 0
4 0 0

5 0 500
6 0 250
7 0 0
8 0 250
9 1000 0

10 0 0
11 1000 0
12 1000 0

13 1000 0
14 0 0
15 0 0
16 500 500/

17 500 5001

18 500 0 None 0 None
Wire

EK15
TRIM

1 Nqone NMne None 0 None
ThRU Wire
9

10 None None 33200 Wire 10 P3
or or

1' 332 33.2K 10 P4 ,

12 10 NONE
13 10 NONE•'

14 I 9 Pos. 3t6 r,8 Step, Input 4r

Figure 36 -- Trim Circuits
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EK14 EK15
10MDPLT&9 TM 10A r-h EK15

1-DPPRLi,
1-mItT l

-11-DPMvAcir -, TM11AL

2-MNLT 12DGC7 TM12A

3-1 S.TM13A
3-RS~ 13 -DP M DC OWZ.-2

4-JRAR W 14-DPG'DC'vTM- 4A '-

TM15A,- V6X

5-JDEC t 15-JGIDPý'1 t

TMi6A 7-N3

6-NG I6-MRILT~h" lip

t F INST 1 L8-P BLG
SR -LV.a''

7-JLT 17JR $ 19-
INS~2 9PB~

8-JTG 8JR~

9-JRB -:

Figure 37 --Photograph of Trim Fanning Strips
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ENGINE CONTROL VARIABLES

Variable inputs to the IBM 1800 Computer terminal consist of:

NAME SYMBOL COMPUTER NAME

1. Power lever PLA JPLA

2. Fuel valve position (instrumentation) Wf Not assigned

3. Burner pressure P3 JPB

4. Burner pressure PB RPB

5. Differential pressure AP DP

6. 'Pressure ratio AP/P BJDP
7. Pressure circuit P3 Not assigned
8. Pressure circuit P4 Not assigned

9. Bleed valve position POS 1 Not programmed

10. Position circuit POS 2 Not assigned

11. Position circuit POS 3 Not assigned

12. Position circuit POS 4 Not assigned

13. EK14 instrumentation strip, T T4 JT4

14. EEI5 instrumentation strip #1 INST 1 Not assigned

15. EK15 instrumentation strip #2 INST 2 Not assigned

The circuits P3, P4, POS 3, and POS 4 contain inputs from EK15 Trims 10, 11,
14, 15 respectively and may be used with those trims for program adjustment if
needed. EK 15 instrumentation strip inputs are included on trim cable #2.

Figure 40 shows the fanning strip arrangement for control signals. Also the
inputs for the three computer digital-analog converter outputs (DACO, DACI, and
DAC2) are shown. These outputs are JWF, fuel valve position request, used for
the variable equal to differential pressure (AP) divided by burner pressure PB.
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4,,.•J AP//P-BJDP

' 'PLA-JPLA

%L T4-JTS

-POS.2

'" b•.TZ• P3-JPB W..A

SPI-R P B - P O S. 3

vr Red-Black

' P2-DP 
NA OS

I • 3 DAC 1
Red-White *)

P4

~ 52 Pos. 1

Red-White
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The EKi4 variable cable is included in a bundle along with the EK14 trim circuits.
The isolation amplifiers for these signals are shown by Figure 78 . The EK15variable is from a connector separate from the EK15 trims.

The control system variables are obtained through engine mounted components
including-

"* One fuel control valve assembly, Model EH-G1 with power
lever potentiometer and cutoff valve;

" One pressure ratio sensor, Model PRA-A1;

Two pressure sensors, CEC 4-326-0001;

"* One, pressure sensor, CEC-4-312-0002;

"* One, electromagnetic pulse generator for speed pickup
(engine parts list);

"* One, bleed position control servo valve (Moog Series 73), and

"* One, bleed position feedback potentiometer Bourns 2001782009.

Connections to these components are through cables listed on page 91.

The various conditioning circuits are contained on two printed circuit boards in
the EK14 chassis and two Cambion wire wrap cards in the EK15 chassis.

Figure 41 through 43 illustrate the EK14 circuits. Figure 41 Is the wiring schematic
of the AP/P sensor demodulator and Figure 42 is a photograph of the demodulator

* •printed circuit card. Figure 43 is a wiring schematic of the miscellaneous card
including the burner pressure sensor, the fuel control valve driver amplifier and
an analog speed frequency to voltage converter. Figure 44 is a photograph of the
miscellaneous printed circuit card.

Figure 45 is a schematic of the pressure sensing circuits of the EK15 card chassis.
The outputs from each of the four pressure circuits is through Isolation amplifiers to
both the instrumentation strip and to the computer terminal. Each output can be
aelected by the 11BI1 switch to monitor the output on the package voltmeter. Circuits
1 and 2 contain provisions for input from the Pace checkout computer. Since circuits
3 and 4 are not used in the initial programming, provisions are incorporated to use
trims 10 and 11 through these inputs to the computer program.
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TO D)IGITAL SPEED)

N
4

01709

15D

ANALOG SP.EED SIGNAL,

-- 5VDC

2 24 7 DC OUTPUT
702

C 3

D 1

PRESSURE SENSOR CIRCUIT

POSITION FEEDBRACK

TORQUE MOTOR D)RIVER CIRC:UIT

Figure 43 -- Miscellaneous Circuits Schematic
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Figure 46 is a photograph of the pressure circuit card. The switches on the card
are used to select output filtering capacitors.

Figure 47 is a schematic of the position control circuits of the EKI5 card chassis,
Each of the four circuit outputs to the comuter terminal and to the Instrumentation
strip is through isolation amplifiers. The two DAC signals from the computer can
be used for position request inputs as shown. Since circuits 3 and 4 are not used
for this program, provisions to use Trims 14 and 15 through the circuits are
!ncorporated. Each circuit contains a switch on the card for either manual or DAC
input. Each circuit has provisions for dynamic input either by step using Trim 16
or by an oscillator input, The potentiometers for gain adjustment and manual
position request are located on the front of the chassis. Figure 48 is a photograph
of the position circuit card.

Figure 49 is a b!ock diagram of the frequency to voltage converter incorporated
in the EK15 card chassis. These two circuits are used to generate voltage signals
which may be used for instrumentation inputs to plotting boards or strip recorders.
Figure 50 Is a photograph of the Cambion card.

Figures 43 and 44 are the schematic and photograph of a simflar frequency to
voltage converter ir, the EK14 chassis used for engine speed mcnitoring and speed
signal for data recording.
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OUTPUT

6

74 IP
NOT USED 2 3

ZERO

-11VD

100K
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Figure 49 Frequency to DC Voltage Conver-er
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INSTRUMENTATION AND CHECKOUT CIRCUITS

Three (3) instrumentation strips are available to provide variable data for recording
and monitoring equipment. Figures 51, 52 , and 53 show the variables available
at the barrier block terminals of these strips. There are available three points
for input of variables on these strips. These inputs pass through isolation ampli-
fiers in the interface and on to the computer terminals. Isolation amplifiers for
the EK14 instrumentation strip are listed on Figure 38.

Several checkout circuits features are incorporated in the interface. The AFAPL
Pace TR48 computer will be used for interface and IBM 1800 program checkout.
The computer is programmed for engine simulation with outputs of speed, burner
pressure, a differential pressure temperature, AP/P, and power lever. Input to
the Pace computer is fMel valve position request.

The speed signal is converted to a frequency by a-commercial voltage to frequency

converter. The signal to this circuit is from the EM 5 chassis through cable. The
frequency is input to the program through a MS3102A-1OSL-3P connector in parallel
with the normal speed pulse input.

I
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Turbine Temperature

T4 Input
Common

Analog Speed

10 Common
"pedSn F Pressure Ratio (AP/P)Speed Signal For .. Cmo

Engine Control Console' Common

Fuel Valve Position (Wf)

Common

Power Lever (PLA)

Common

BE:rie-'e Pressure (P3)

Fuel Flow Request (JWF)

Common

Selector Switch

Common

Figure 51 EK14 Instrumentation Strip
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~ OSITION 1

. COMMON

i-POS. 1 REQUEST
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OSITION 2

COMMON

POS. 2 REQUEST

COMMON

POSITION 3

COMMON

- "POS. 3 REQUEST

COMMON

POSITION 4

COMMON
, ( ~ POS. 4 REQUEST

- COMMON

"DAC #2

'COMMON

rg -' -- '--

'I'

Figure 52 -- Instrumentation Strip No. 1
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MS3106A
28-12P

•* " A/. PIPFSSUnE 1

~ -- !COMMON
( PRESSURE 2

SCO M M O N

____' PRESSURE 3

' COMMON

PRESSURE 4

COMMON

SELECT SWITCH

COMMON

• ' iANALOG Ni

COMMON

ANALOG N2

COMMON

A VARIABLE INPUT 1
COMMON

* ARIABLE INPUT 2

COMMON

Figure 53 -- Instrumentation Strip No. 2
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FREQUENCY TO DIGITAL WORD CONVERTERS

The package contains circuits for converting three frequency signals to digital words.
The converter in the EK14 chassis was designed for engine speed input to the computer
terminal. The two converters in the EK15 chassis are designed for more general
use. They contain switches to select up to 511 pulse counts before stopping the clock
count. The clock counts can be divided down to obtain longer times to fill the
register.

Circuits

Figure 54 is a schematic and Figures 55, 56, and 57 show the EKI14 printed circuit
cards for the speed sense. Figure 38 is a photograph of the fanning strips for
attachment to the computer terminal. This function is set for 15 pulses before
stopping the clock counting and transferring the clock counts to the hold register.

The circuit is composed of MOS components of negative logic. Operation of ths
this sensing circuit is similar to operation of the EK15 circuits described below.

The Cambion cards for the converters are shown by Figure 59 and 60. Schematic
of these cards are shown by Figures 61 and 62. Cables for these two digital
words terminate in fanning strips as shown by Figure 58.

Pulse Count Circuit Descrilption

The pulse count circuit is contained on two Cambion cards shown by Figures 59
and 60 of the pulse input is conditioned by a dual amplifier and the pulses are
counted by 4½ SN 7473 dual J-K flip flops. The number pulses to be counted are
set by nine switches connected to the Q and Q not outputs of the flip flops. Whea
the selected number is reached logic stops the clock pulses which are being
counted by a digital counter of 15 bits. After the ce. Zk count is stopped, the number
is transferred to a hold register of 15 bits. The output of the hold register is
converted to the IBM 1800 logic by dual inline amplifiers. Figures 61 and 62
are circuit block diagrams illustrating connection of the components and operation
of the circuits.

0 Pulse Conditioner
The pulse conditioner is composed of one dual inline 749

amplifier which contains two 709 type amplifiers. One amplifier
is used to obtain a rapid rise and high voltage for input to the second
stage. The output of the first stage is filtered to minimize the effects
of the high frequency clock noise as input to the second stage. The
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Ready (Green)
Comnmon (White)

Common (Black) .

Shields.-
Sync (Red)

T --4 '-4 CN C'% q c~q 0;G% Cq Cq M q eQ
eQ CQ eq eq eq

Logic (Yeluex) Spa~re

Figure 58 -- Digital Signal Wiring Cable
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output of the second stage is limited to positive pulses by a diode
and limited to approximately five volts by the five volts excitation
voltage. Design values of the 2ircuit components are based on
5,000 pulses per second at very low (0. 25) volts and up to 50,000
pulses per second at up to L-40 volts.

0 Pulse Counter
The pulse counter is composed of nine J-K flip flops. The

primary purpose of the counter is to count electro-magnetic pulses
for one revolution of a toothed wheel. Any number of revolutions
can be counted to the 511 pulse limit of the nine bit counter. In
order to start and stop the count on the same tooth, a number equal
to the number of teeth iU the wheel or equal to a multiple of the
number of teeth is set by the counter selection switches. One tooth
space is used for logic transfer and next se•uence of counts starts
and stops on the next tooth.

The following table indicates the method of setting the
count number Nc.

SWITCH NUMBER

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Logic QQ QQ QQ QQQQQQQQQQQQ
Number 1 0 2 0 4 0 8 0 16 0 32 0 64 0 128 0 256 0

0 FOR 0 FOR 0 FOR
Q Nc-Q1-Q 2 .... Q N-Q 1  Q No

* Wheel Pulse Coux&' Logic
When the set number is reached all outputs of the switches

are at logic "1". The nine (;) inputs are fed into a triple 3-input
Nand gate. The three (2) outputs are inverted and fed into half a dual
4-Input Nand buffer. The logic "0" thus obtained is fed to Nand logic
which stops pulsing of the clock pulses to the clock pulse counter.
The output of the 4-input buffer is fed to a VS74121A one shot. The
logic ".1" signal clears a three bit counter and the logic "0" clears
the pulse counter and at the same time clocks a J-K flip flop to Q
equal logic "I". The Q not is then logic "0". This becomes the
computer sync signal and is also fed to the clock Nand gate to
prevent counting.
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When the wheel pulse counter is cleared, the stop clock count
signal returns to logic "1" but the parallel sync signal prevents clock
pulse counting. Also the clear of the 3-bit counter returns to logic
1t0tt ajad the counter starts to count at I the clock frequency. The 0
and 2 bits are fed into one part of a quadruple-2 input Nand gate. The
output of this gate is fed into another part of the gate along with the
* frequency clock pulses. Thus when these two bits are logic "11-
the counting stops.

On the second clock pulse at count two the 1-bit is logic "l1"
and the 0-bit is at locig "0". The 0-bit is inverted and along with
the 1-bit is fed through a part of the quadruple gate to transfer the
clock pulse count. On the count of three the transfer signal is off.
On the count of four tue not 0-bit and the 2 -bit are fed into a part of
the quadruple Nand gate to clear the clock pulse counter. At the
count of five, both the 0-bit and the 2-bit are logic "1" and the
counting is stopped.

When the not tooth or frequency pulse falls, the signal through
an invertes. clears the sync flip flop to start the clock pulses again.

0 Clock Pulses
Clock pulses are generated by a crystal oscillator at 2.247 x

106 pulses per second. These pulses are applied to a four bit counter
to divide the pulzes down by factors of 2, 4, 8, and 16 so that
selection of the number of pulses in the count time can be made
compatible with the clock pulse counter. The clock pulses are
counted for a time interval which is proportional to the reciprocal
of frequency. The number is thus proportional to the reciprocal of
frequency and the greater number of counts occur at lower frequencies.

Over flow of the clock pulse counter is prevented by stopping
the pulse input 'when the four most significant bits are logic Ill I'*
Thus the greatest counter number is 30,710. If it were desired to
obtain a count for .040 second which would be 25 cps or 1 500 rpm
of the toothed wheel, the clock frequency would need to be less than
30,710 x 25 equal 767750 cps. Since the 2.4576 x 106 clock can be
diviled down, the pulses to the counter would be selected from I position
of the divide counter. The counter will fill in 30710/614,400 seconds
or about 1200 RPM. Theminimum speeds sensed without saturation
is 4800 to 300 RPM for clock frequency to 1/16 clock frequency
respectively. Clock pulse counts are proportional to the reciprocal
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of speed. The number represented by the counter is divided into
a constant to obtain RPM. A constant of 1.48 x 108 tines the clock
frequency switch fraction is set in the computer and divided by
the pulse count to yield RPM of the toothed wheel when a full
revolution is counted.

40 Clock Pulse Count Circuit
The circuit is illustrated by Figure 62 Clock pulses at

2.4576 x 106 cps are generated by a crystal oscillator circuit.
The clock pulses are fed into a 4-bit counter which divides the
frequency down. Output of the 4-bit counter is fed through a switch
so that the desired frequency can be easily selected. The pulses
along with the overflow signal from half a dual r-input gate, the sync
signal and the stop count signal is fed through half a dual 4-input
Nand gate. The output of this gate is fed into a 15 bit counter
composed of four 4-bit counters.

The count is stopped either by the overflow or when the
desired number of teeth has been counted. As explained previously,
logic from the tooth count circuit transfers the number in the clock
pulse counter to four 4-bit latches and then the counter is cleared.

Output from each latch is fed into an amplifier. The
amplifiers are biased by two volts on the inverting input of the
amplifier. Thus for logic Il1" the output of the amplifier is
+15 volts and for logic "0" the output is -15 volts.

EKIS Power Supplies

Figures 63 and 64 are views of the EK15 power supplies. Each voltage is
obtained from a separate commercial voltage power supply as noted in the figures.
The five voltages *5, *15 and the adjustable 0-34 VDC are available for external
use at both the front and rear of the chassis. Each voltage is fused for external
use as well as fused for internal package use. Figure 65 is a block diagram
illustrating the power supply wiring. Voltages of *+15 VDC are used for the
isolation amplifiers of the EK14 chassis. Four voltage levels of *5 and *15
VDC are utilized for the circuits of the EK15 chassis.
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